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PREFACE
This thesiu is oonf'ined to a discussion or

auditing standards and procedures and their application
illustrated by a case study
nation.

or

an actual audit or exmni•

Such a disot.las1on 19 addressed primarily to

students and practitioners ot proteasional accountancy.
However.• it should be enlightening to anyone 1ntoreated
1n the work done in a typical case by an !ndependont
ael'ti!'ied public accountant in ordor to e.xp·ress an op1n1m

on the financial statements.

Frequent reference has been made to pronouncementa and recommendations of tho American Inst1 tute ot
Accountants and the requirements

or

tho Securities and

Exchange Commission oonoorning auditing standards and
prooeduros.

The American Inst1tuto of Accountants, which

has more than 16,000 members, 1s tho national organization

ot proteasional accountants.

It ho.a exerted great influence

1n promoting and maintaining high professional and moral

11

standards in the proroasion.

Wl'l1le its pronoWlcements are

binding upon 1ts members only when formally adopted

by

tho

memborship and are not binding upon the protess1on as a
wholo 1 thoy are thoughtfully considered and 1n most cases
followed by its members.

Pronouncements regarding auditing

standards and procedures arc important to nonmembers as well
as members, since ignorance ot any generally accoptod audit•
1ng standard or proceduro does not excu&e the public acoQWltant from liability.
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CllAPTEf{ I

INTRODUCTION
Before undertaking to discuss auditing otandnrds
and procedui.,as ant\ to illustrate their applicat1011 by meo.ns
or a caae study or tha prooedures wniah wero actually fol•

lowed in performing tr particular audit, it is desirable to
dot1ne tho term

11

audit 0 •

"A spacial CO!llt11ttee or tho American Insti•
tuto of Accountants bas detinod an nudit as •an
examination of tho books of account. vouchers and
other records of a public body, institution, corporation, firm or person, or of any person or
persons standing in any fiduoiary oapao1ty,fot' the
purpose ot ascertaining tho accuracy or 1naoeuracy
ot tho records and of expressing opinion upon the
statomonta rendered, usuall:f 1n the

certificate• •• • .nl

.ronn ot

a

"Using the word 'audit' 1n its broadest
sense, the purposes for·which accounts and records
ara auditod may be stutod gonerally as follows:

l. General vorif1cat1on (as tar as praoti•
cable) or the acoounta or a businoss to dete:rnine
1Ee11 and Johns, Audit~, Now Yo1-.k, Prentice-Hall, Ino.,

191.i.6, P• l, quoting

a spec

Institute of Accountants,

al oom:m.1ttee or the American
Term!noloGZ•

Account~

2

its financial condition, its operating results,
and/or the tidueiar;y integrity of those in charge with a view to reporting thereon to the owners,
stockholders, executives, hoards of directors or
trustees, securities exchanges, Securities and
Exchange Commission and other governmental or
regulatory bodies. receivers, present or prospective lenders, prospective investors or purchasers,
creditors• committees, mercantile agencies,
mortgage trustees, or any other interested parties.
2. To determine whether funds of an organiza•
tion have been properly accountod for and its
affairs properly administored, tor the satisfac•
tion ot the public, donors, and so forth; as in
tho case or governmental, religious, educational,
and eleemosynary institutions.
~· To dotorm1ne tho prof its or losses of a
business, with a viow to reporting to interested
parties in connection with such matters as royalty
agreements, profit-sharing agreamonts, and patont
infringement suits.

4. To determine costs, inventories, fire
losses, circulation or publications. and other
specific matters tor various special purposes.
5• To detect fraud.
6. To determine the extent

doteoted.

or

fraud already

7• To prevent fraud by tho moral effect upon
the client's sta.rr.nt!
The term "auditn as used in this treatise will
refer to an examination or audit made by the independent
oertitiod public accountant for the purpose of expressing
an opinion on tho fairness

or

the presentation

or

the

financial position and the operating results as shown in
the i'inanoial statements accompanying his report.
2 Ibid, P• l•

The

independent auditor 1 s opinion prosonted 1n his report is
an .expression of his personal judgment after performing
an examination in aocordanco with gonarally accepted
auditing standards YJhioh accordingly include the auditing
procedures considered nocessary 1n the circumstances.
Those auditing standards and procedures have
developed and have become generally accepted through an
evolutionary process which parallels the development and
growth

or

counting.

the relatively young profession

or

public ac-

Tho position of the public accountant prior to

1900 was described at the fiftieth anniversary colebration

or

the American Institute

or

Accountants in October,

1937,

by its president when ho said:

"Fifty years ago in· the United Statos the
public accountant was little known, little
rocognized, little wanted. His virtueQ were
unheralded, unsung. He was little known because
his kind were few and because enterprises were
relatively small and in most cases their accounts
as well as their affairs were supervised by the
owners. He was little recognized becauso the
matters which were referred to him at the time
were relatively unimportant and this unimporta2ce
tended to reduce him to the level or a clerk. 11 ;1

The change in position

or

the public accountant is illus-

trated by the· following words from a message

1..rom

the

President of the United States to the president of the
American Institute

or

Accountants at the f 1ftieth

3nobert u. Montgomery, '_1What Have We Done, and llow? 11 1
The Journal of Accountancy, LXIV (November, 1937), 3,5.

4
anniversary celebration.
"A public accountant has one or the most
responsible and trusted positions in the world.
When be examines the books or a corporation he not
only looks for errors on tho part or the bookkeepers
but he must also disclose whether the management
itself• by accident or lntontion, is deceiving the
stockholders and creditors with .false roporta."4
Social and economic changes in society during the
last sixty years have been one ot the principal .factors
contributing to the growth of the public accounting protession to its present position or recognized importance.

The

primary social and economic change has boen the sopnration

ot ownership and management resulting from large corporate
enterprises with thousands

or

stockholders, many or whom

are transitory owners of stock.

In addition, there has

been a tremendous increase in the number of relatively
small enterprises in which the owners can no longer supervise both their accounts and their other affairs.

Out ot

these changeo has grown the need for the independent
certified public accountant to examine the books of account
and records for the purpose

or

ascertaining the accuracy

or inaccuracy of the records and expressing an opinion
upon the statements rendered, which usually inoludo the
balance shaot, profit and loss or income statement, and
statement of surplus.

4' Messago

He has a great responsibility to

l'rom the President ot the United States", The
Journal of Accountancy; LXIV (November, 1937) 1 331.
1

5
anyone who may righttully rely upon his professional opinion as to th& fairness

or

financial statomonts.

This is particularly truo with

the information contained in the

re.rerence to owners .. creditors, and persons not engaged 1n
the managome.nt or the business.

Banlcs are a speolfic

example of creditors who have round it necessary to rely
more and more upon financial statements, and oonsoquently
upon the accountant's certificate, since ill our inareaa•
ingly complex sooioty individual loans to companies are
larger in amount and the bank credit ot.r1oer 1n many cases
does not have the close personal contact with tho borrowers
that he once did.
The second prinoipal factor in the growth and
imp~rtnnce

ot public aocounting has been the body o.r laws

passed by Congress.

The most significant

or

these laws

which havo exerted groat influence upon accounting and
auditing principles, conventions, rules, and.procedures
have been tho income-tax and securities and exchange laws.
Tho Revenue Act ot 191; was adopted October 3, 1913,
ettectivo o.s ot March l, 1913•

The importance or the now

legislation was realized at once as evidenced by an edito-

rial appearing in the November, 1913 1 issue ot The Journal

ot Accountancy which reads, in part, as follows:

6
u It is indubitable that the incomo-tax law
is to have a more tar-reaching effect upon the
public accountants than upon any other profession
or business 1n the country. Hund.reds of men who
have never seen the necessity tor a correct systom
of accounting now find themselves compelled to
prepare statements of income o.nd expenditure; and
the work in nine casos out of tan will fall upon
the shoulders ot the public accountants or the
several statoa." 5

The Securities Act of 1933, the Securities-Exchange Act ot

19;4,

and the Public-Utility Act or 19}5 gave the Securi•

tios and Exchange Commission extensive powers for the
regulation

or

accounting mattors and tho methods to be

followed in tho presontation of tinanoial atatemonts to
the Securities and Exchange Cominisaion.

Under these Acta,

corporations which have saouritios rogistered upon a
national securities exchange are required to file an annual
report with the commission and the exchange.

The f1no.ncial

statoments contained in the reports must be certified by
independent public or independont cert1tied public account-

ants.

The SecUl"ities and Exchange Commission and tho

American Institute of Accountants have worked together on
their mutual problems resulting in improvod standards of
accounting and auditing, more adequate disclosure, and the
adoption of sounder practices in tho presentation of accounting statements.

5Noman L. McLaren, 11 The Influence of Federal Taxation
upon Accountants", The Journal of Accountancy, LXIV
(December, 19;7), 433-1~;4 •.

1
With this brier history or public accounting in
the United States, tho evolutionary process through which
auditing standards and procedures and accounting principles
and rules have developed can ba seen.

In the early period

or public accounting, each individual practitioner performed audits in accordance with his knowledge and undorstanding of auditing procedures and accounting principles
which were 1n a developing stage and not generally accepted.

There was a need for an outline

program by the accountants.

or

a minimum audit

Bankers wore intoroated in

uniform accounting for all manufacturing and merchandising
businesses.

Consequently, the first written outline of

suggested procedures was prepared by the American Institute
of-Accountants at the instigation of a member ot the
Federal Trade Commission and was published by the Federal
Reserve Board in the Federal Reserve Bulletin of April,
1917•

Reprints were widely disseminated under the name of

"Un!rorm Accounting; A Tentative Proposal Submitted by the
Federal Reserve Board," to banks, businessmen, auditors,
and accountants.

The pamphlet wao reissued in 1918 with

its title changed to

11

Approvad Methods for tho Preparation

of' Balance-Sheet Statements. 11

These early pamphlets wore

oritioized by some accountants for boing too comprehensive
and by other accountants who said the procedures wore not

8
comprohenaivo enough and would not bring out all the desired information. 6
The impracticability or a standard audit program
1s evidenced by the opening paragraph

or

"General Instruc-

tions" in the pamphlet revised in 1929 by the American
Institute of Accountants and published by tho Federal
Reserve

Bo~d

under tho title of

11

Vorification of

Financial Statements":
"The extant of vorifioo.tion will bo determined. by the conditions in each concorn. In somo
cases the auditor may find it necossnry to verify
a substantial portion or all of the transactions
recorded upon tho books. In others, whoro the
syatam of internal check is good, teats only may
suffice. The responsibility for the extent of
the work esquired must be assumed by the
auditor. n ·r
This pamphlet also showed the growing emphasis on earnings
by giving equal status to the income statement.

In earlier

days when the balanco sheet was considered the most impor-

tant statement, conservatism was considered so great a
virtuo that income statoments were chargod with costs and
expenses which should frequently have boen deferred to
future periods.

Today's primary objoctive 1s to secure a

fair statement of income by a proper apportionment and

6connn1ttee on Auditing Procedure, Tentative Statemont
of Auditing Standards - Their Gonerally Accepted Signlllcance and Scope, P• 1.

7 .

Ibid, P• 1.

9
matching or costs e.nd rovonuos with the residual amount

ot the expenditure or income finding its place in tho
balance sheet.

It is generally recognized that tho inves•

tor is more interested in the earnings and dividends of a
corporation. than in its assets and l1abilit1oa shown on
the balance sheet.

While croditora are moro intorestod

in the nature and adequacy of working capital on the

balance shoat, they also havo a real interest in the
profits rrom which repayment o.r loans may depend.
The next rov!sion of these pamphlets was prop8.l9ed
and published by the American Institute of Accountants in
January, 1936. under the title or "Examination at Financial
Statements by Independent Public Accountants."

the title change was significant.
word

11

Hero again

The substitution

or

the

exw:nination11 tor "vo:r1.f1cat1on" indicated the growing

realization that tho latter was too strong a word for the
auditor's function whero his need for reliance on a system

ot carefully devised testing was his just1f1cation in accepting the representations

or

tho client.

This revision

gives increased emphasis to the importance of consistency
in the application

or

accounting principles both during

the year under rav1ew and .f'ran one year to tho next,

For

example, it is a genorally accoptod principle that tho cost

or

f1xed assets should be charged against operations ove:r

the useful life of the asset.

Al though there are many

10
methods of depreciation used 1n arriving at this result,
the important fact lies not in the r.iethod omployad but 1n

the consistent application of the method.

Whore tho method

is changed, the reader of the statements must be advised if
the change makes a material difference in the results or
ope?'ations for the period.

The prominence givon to ac-

counting principles and consistency in their application by
the 8ocur1ties and Exchange Commission and in the correspondence between the American Institute of Accountants and
the Committee on Stock List of the Now York Stock Exchange
certainly exerted much influence on the 1936 revision and
may have boon the primary cause of this revision.

The

Socurities and Exchange Commission requires disclosure of
any significant change in accounting principle or practice.
It was also during the 1930 1 s that nthe organized practitioners and teachers

or

accounting began the !irst method-

ical efforts to codify accounting principles and prooedures .118

8John L. Carey, "Editor!aln, The Joumal of Accountnncz,
LX.VIII, (December, 1939), )61.

CHAPTER II
AUDITING STANDARDS

In February,

1941, the Committee on Auditing Proce-

dure of the American Institute of Accountants recommended the
addition of one sentence to the short form accountant's report
or certificate then in general use.

The sentence summarized

the auditor's representations as to the scope of examination
in two significant statements:
{l) "our examination was made in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards applicable 1n the circumstances and
(2) "it included all procedures which we oonsiderod necessary. 11 1

This was tho first time a recommended short form accountant's
report or certificate had ever referred to auditing atundards,
and it was the first time a distinction had been made between
auditing standards and auditing procedures.

lcommittee on Auditing Procedure, "The Revised s. E. C. Rule
on Accountants.' Certificates", Statements on Auditing Procedure -

No. 5, PP• 4o-lµ.
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The Seourl ties and Exchange Comml ssion was directly
responsible £or this change in the accountant's certificate.

As

a rosul t of the Commi salon's study of accountants' certificates
and audit procedures in its investigations of the celebrated
McKesson & Robbins case and other auditing oases and matters,
the Comml ssi on revised the rule regnrding acoounte.nts' oort1f1oa tes contained in amendment No. 3 to Regulation S-X effective
March 1, 191µ..

Rule 2-02, section (b) states the following

re qui reme nt s:

"The accountant's certlfloote (1) shall contain
a reasonably comprahon~1ve statement as to tho scope
of the audit made including, 1f with respect to significant items in the financial statements any auditing procedures generally recognized as normal huva
been omitted, a specific designation of such procedures
and of the reasons for their omission; (ii) shall state
_whether the audit was made in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards applicable in the circumstances; and (iii) shall state whether the audit made
omitted any procedure deemed necessary by the accountant under the circu."tlstanoes of the particular case. 11 2
Tho Commission thus mnde a distinction between auditing
procedures and auditing standards in Rule 2-02.

The

s.

E.

Release contained the following explanatory statements:
0

In referring to generally recognized normal
auditing procedures the Commission has in mind those
ordinurlly employed by skilled accountants and those
prescribed by authoritative bodies dealing with this
subject, as for example, the various accounting
societies and governmental bodies having jurisdiction.
In referring to genarfrlly accepted auditing standards

2secur1tiet and Exchange Commission, Accounting Series

Release No. 21 ~ February

5, 1941.•

c.
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the Commtss1on has in mind, in addition to the
employment of generally recognized normal auditing procedures, their application with proressional competence by properly trained persons. 11 3
It was not until six years later in October,

1947,

thnt the Committee on Auditing Procedure issued a special
report entitled

0

Tentat1ve Statement of Auditing Standards -

Their Generally Acoeptad Significanco and Scope" from whlch
oaine the following summary of the meanlng of genero.lly accepted
auditing standards:
"General Standards
l. The oxamination is to bo performed by a person
or persons having adequate technical training and
proficiency as an auditor.
2. In all natters relating to the assignment an
independence in mental attitude is to be maintained
by the auditor or auditors.
;. Due professional care is to be exercised in
the performance of the examination and the preparation of the report.
"standards of Field Work
l. The wor~ is to be adequately planned and
assistants, lf any, are to be properly supervised.
2. There is to be a proper study and evaluation
of the existing internal control as a basis for
relianco thereon and for the determination of the
resultant extent of the tests to which auditing
procedures are to be restricted.
;. Sufflciont co~petent evidential mntter is to
be obtained through inspection, observation,
inquiries and conf1rma tions to afford a reasonable
basis for an opinion regarding the financial statements under examin~tion.
"Standards of Reporting
l. The report shall state whether the finanoial
statements are presented in accordance with
generally accepted prlnoiples of accounting.

2. The report shall state whether such principles huve been consistently observed in tho current
period in relation to the preceding period.
3. Informative disclosures' in the financial statements are to be regarded as reasonably ~daquate
unless otherwise otnted in the report.n4Upon considerution of these standards, it may be said
that auditing standards are the underlying principles of auditing which deal with the broad ob_1ect1vea to be attained by the

use of auditing procedures and are concerned with the profess1onal qualities of the auditor and with his exercise or judgment
in the conduct

or

his examination and in his report.

Auditing

procedures are the acts performed in attaining or complying with
the generally accepted auditing standards applicable to field
work.

4committae on Auditing Procedure, Tentative Statement of
Auditing Standards - Their Generally Accepted S1gn1r1cance
and·Scope, P• 11.

CHAPTER III
GE?JERAL

OR PERSONAL STANDARDS

The general standards are personal standards which
are concerned with tho conditions necessary for the sat1stac-

tory attainment of the other standards of fiold work and
reporting.
TRAINING AND PROFICIEUCY OF THE AUDITOR

Concerning tho

tr~1n1ng

and prof lcienoy of the

certified public accountant, the Committee on Auditing Procedure has said:

"In order to qualify himself to carry out
his function, the independent oertif ied public
accountant has completed a rigorous course of
profeaslonul study and traintng as a background
to the essentlal practical experience he must
obtain, for it la only by study, training, and
practical experience that the independent auditor
acquires skill in accounting and related matters.
In the ordinary course or his day-to-day practice,
he encounters a wide range of judgment on the part
of management, varying rrom true objective judgment
to the oocaaional extreme of deliberate misstatement. Ha is retained to examine and report upon
the affairs of a concern beoauao, through bls
training end experience, he has become not only
skilled 1n accounting and auditing but has acquired
the ability and habit 0£ considering dispassionately

16
and independently the facts recorded in books ot
account or otherwise disclosed by his examination
and because, as a rosult, his opinion provides
reas·:mable aasurance that n fair and adequa ta
presentation of pertinent 1nrormat1on has been
mado ·in tho financial eta tements. 11 1
It is obvious that the opinion of an auditor would
mean little if ho did not hava adequate training and prof1oienoy.
State laws have provided for the recognition of parsons who are
qualified to perform tho function of auditing as "certified
public accountants".

Theso laws prescribe the degree or

education, training and exporiance required.

In addition,all

the states require the passing of a written examination prior
to the issuance of the C. P. A. oert1f1oate; and to insure
uniformity, all except Pennsylvania are at present using examinations prepared by thf> Amorican Institute of Accountants which
are given simultaneously throughout the country once or twice a
year.

Thus,the independent certified public accountant must be

professionally and legally qualified before ha can express an
opinion as t.o tho fairness and adequacy of the inforrmtion pre•
sented in the financial statements.
Howover, the independent auditor's opinion is not a
guarantee that the figures presented in the f1nancio.1 statements are literally correct.

Ir his client sustains losses

through reliance upon his report, he is legally responsible for

lcommtttee on Auditing Procedure, "Extonsions of Auditing
Procedure", Statements on Auditing Procedure No. 1, p. 4.
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the losses d1te to negligence in the portormance of his work.
He is required by law to exercise the skill of the ordinarily
skill'ul practitioner.

To third parties who have relied upon

his report, ho is liable only for domages duo to fraud committed
by him; except that in the oaae or registration statements filed
with the Securities and Exchange Commission, 1t is not nooossary
to1:' a o ontraotual relationship to exist 1n order for any person

acquiring such securities to bring suit on a basis other than
fraud.a

IHDEPENDENCE IN THE AUDITOR'S UENTAL ATTITUDE AND APPROACli
The .importance of this standard cannot be overemphasized

~hen

it is recognized that the professional auditor's

existenoo is dependent upon his independence.

His independence

implies and requires unbiased, impartial judgment and oonsidera•
tion

or

tho facts 1n formulating and expressing his opinion.

Ho owes a fair presentation of tho financial statements to anyone who may have a right to rely upon his report.

This would

include the management, owners, creditors, and prospective
owners or creditors whose interests troquently conflict.
is the peculiar obligation

or

"It

the cert!f ied public accountant,

which no other profession has to impose on its membors, to
maintain a wholly objective and impartial attitude toward tho

2soll and Johns, Auditing, Mew York, Prontice-Hall, Inc.,
1946. PP• 15•17•
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affairs of the client whose financial statements he certifies.";
The American Institute of Accountants' rules of professional conduct e.nd the similar pronouncements of its state

societies

ar~

the public accounting profession's code of ethics.

Five of the sixteen rules or professional conduct of the American
Institute of Accountants relate to the matter or independence
and the rules are listed below in the order of their importance:
"Rule 5. In expressing an opinion on reprosantat1ons in financial statements which he has examined,
a member may be held guilty of an aot discreditable
to the profession if:
(a) He fails to d1seloae a material fact known
to him which is not disclosed in the financial statements but disclosure of which is necessary to make
the financial atutemonts not misleading; or
(b) He fails to report any material misstatement known to him to appear in the financial statoment;
or
(c) He is materially negligent in tho conduct
of his examination or in making his report thereon; or
(d) Ho fails to acquire sUfflcient informution
to warrant expression of an opinion, or his exceptions
are sufficiently material to negative the expression
of an opinion; or
(e) Ho fails to direct attention 1D any material
departure from generally accepted accounting principles
or to disclose any mutorial omission of generally
accepted auditing procedure applicable in the circumstances.

"Rulo 9. Professional servico shall not be randored
or offered for a fee which shall be contingent upon
findings or results of such service. This rule does
not apply to casos involving federal, state or other
taxes, in which the findings are those of the tax
authorities and not those of the accountant. Fees
to be fixed by courts or other public authorities,

;John L. Carey, Professional Ethics of Public Accounting,
New York, American Institute of Accountants, 1946, p. 13.
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whlah are therefore of an indeterminate amount at
the time when the engagement is undertaken, are
not regarded as contingent fees within the meaning
or this rule.
"Rule 13. A member shall not express his opinion
on financial statements of any enterprise financed in
who.le or in part by public distribution of securities,
if he owns or is committed to acquire a financial
interest in the enterprise wh1oh is substantial
elther in relation to its capital or to his own
personul fortune, or if a member of his immediate
family owns or ls committed to acquit'e a substantial interest in the enterprise. A member shall not
express his opinion on f1nanoial statements which
are used as a basis of credit if ha owns or is committed to acquire a financial interest in the enter·
prise which ls substantial either in relation to its
capital or his own personal fortune, or if a member
of his immediate family owns or is committed to
acquire a substantial interest in tho enterprise,
unless in his report he d1soloses auoh interest.
"Rulo ~. Commlssione, brokerage, or other
participa tlon in the rees or pro fl ts of profea•
sional work shall not be allowed directly or
indirectly to the laity by a member.
Commissions, brokerage, or other participation in the fees, charges, or profits o!' work
recommended or turned over to the laity as incident to services for clients shall not be accepted
directly or 1nd1rectly by a member.
"Rulo 4. A member shall not engage in any business
or occupation conjointly with that of a publto
accountant~ which is incompatible or inconsistent
therewith. 4
While independence is a personal quality requiring intellectual
honesty which cannot be regulated, these rules have developed
as signposts to assure the public that the profession has the
public's interest at heart, to guard the profession against

4Amer1can Institute of Accountants, By-Laws ••• Rules of
Profasslonal Conduct, pp. 12-13.
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solfish membors, and to guide the individual members.
DUE CARE BY THE AUDITOR IN THE PERFORMANCE OF' HIS WORK

The exercise of due professional care in tho per-

formance of tho examination and the preparation of the report

ls another personal standard.

It demands that the auditor

exercise his judgment and skill in observing the standards of
field work and reporting in auoh a manner that the work will
be done professionally rather than porfunctor1ly.

Thie implies

that all necessary procedures in the purt1cular case will be
properly applied and coordinated.

Dua care should also be exercised in connectton with
the auditor's working papers.

The working

p~pors

should be

safeguarded against the possibility of unauthorized access
wherein any employee of the client could tamper with them or
gain information to which he is not entitled.

They should be

skilfully designed in such a manner as to assure complete and
competent information; and, as far as possible, they should assist
in bringing to light errors on the part of tho auditor's staff
as well as errors on the books of the client.

It is always a

poealbllity that the working papers wlll be useful in showtng
that the auditor has met generttlly accepted auditing standards.

CHAPTER IV
STANDARDS OF FIKLD WORK
The standards of field work and the standards of
reporting may be referred to as tho procedural standards
since they are concerned with preparatory planning, evaluation

or

internal control, competence

or

evidential matter,

and the information presented in the report.

ADEQUACY OF PREPARATORY PLANNING OF THE FIELD WORK
In order to facilitate the adequate planning and
carrying out of his work, it is desirable that the auditor
be appointed aa early as possible in the year to be reviewed.
Muah of the field work can be more effectively accomplished
as preliminary work prior to the effective date
cial statements.

or

the finan-

At times this makes it possible to bring

improper practices or procedures to the attention of the
management in time tor corrective action which may benefit
both the auditor and the company.

Preliminary work also

makes posslble the early completion

or

the exam1no.t1on after

the balance sheet date by reducing the amount of poat-clos!ng
work.
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Preparatory planntng 1s a prerequisite to the
coordinating of tho auditing procedures to be applied.
Preparatory planning prior to the close of the year is
particularly important in oonnoction with the audltor's
participation in planning for the taking of a physical
inventory.

In order to insure a reasonably accurate inven-

tory, he should confer in advance with the management as to
the time it will be taken and the methods to be employed in
taking the inventory and arriving at a proper cut-off of
shipments and receipts.
Proper supervision of assistants is necessary and
is related to adequate planning.

It la also related to the

first general standard requiring that the examination be performed by a parson or persons having adoquata tecbnioal training and proficiency as an auditor since the answer as to how a
junior assistant onn meet this standard is through proper suporvision and critical review of h1s work.
PROPER EVALUATI~N OF THE EXAMINEE'S EXISTiflG INTERMAL CONTROL
FOR RELIANCE THEREON BY THE AUDITOR

"Internal control comprises the plan of organization and all of the coordinate ~ethods and measures
adopted within a business to safeguard its assets,
check the accuracy and reliability of its accounting
data, promote operational erfloienoy, and encourage
adherence to prescribed managerial polloios.nl

lcommittee on Auditing Procedure, Internal Control - Elements
of A Coordinated S stem and Its I ortance to Mana ement and the
Independent Public Accountant, P• •
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One of the primary functions of internal control is
to provide a check and review which so far as possible prevents
und detects errors or fraud.

Internal control is accomplished

through a division of duties so that no one individual or department handles a transaction from beginning to end.

For

example, a person handling the cash should not record the labor
time and prepare the payroll, nor should a person handling cash
have any part in posting the accounts receivable ledgers or
sond!ng statements to customers.

Stock records and inventory

control should be separated from the shipping and receiving
depa.rtrmnts.
The independent auditor ls primarily concerned with
how well the system of internal control safeguards the accuracy
of the accounting data.

It is a matter of judgment after

evaluating the existing internal control as to the reliance to
be placed thereon and the resulting auditing procedures considered necessary.

In conneotion with this standard, certain

excerpts from Statement.Bon Auditing Procedure No. 1 are deemed
imoortant.
"The independent auditor must exorcise his beet
judgment 1n determining the scope of hie examination
and in deciding whether the interests of tho stockholders are creditors justify the time and expense
involved in the extension 0 f & ny particular line or
inquiry •••• It is the duty of tho independent auditor to review the eystam of internal check and
accounting control so as to determine tho extent to
~hich he considers that ho is entitled to rely upon
it. To exhaust tho possibility of exposure of all
oases of dishonesty or fraud, the independent auditor

would have to examine in detail all transactions.
This would entail a prohibitive cost to the great
majority of business enterprises - a cost which
would pass all bounds of reasonable expectation
of benefit or safeguard therefrom, and place an
undue burden on industry. 11 2
nit is worthy of ropet1t1on that the extent
of sampling and testing should be based upon the
independent auditor's judgment as to the effectiveness of internal control, arrived at ne the
result of investigations, tosts, and inquiries.
Depending upon his conclusions in this respect,
the independent certified public accountant should
extend or ma7. rastrict the degroe of detailed
examination. ' 3
Inquiries of officers and employees of the company
and tests of the accounting records are the primary means of
evaluating the system of internal control.

The inquiries as

to the procedures and methods in use may be oral or may be a
written list of questions t.o be answered.

When the audit pro-

cedures are applied, tests will detormlne whether the internal
control ls operating as planned.

Such tosts may include an

examination of all the evidence supporting the entries to particular accounts or books of original entry for a selected
period; or such tests may compr1so the 1nvastigat1on of a
eerles of related transactions from beginning to end.

Many

auditors follow the practice of reviewing the internal checks
and controls while the related accounts aro under review rather

2comm1ttee on Auditing Procedure, "Extensions of Auditing
Procedure," Statements on Auditing Procedure No. 1, pp. 4-5·
;Ibid., P• 11.
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than by separately evaluating tho system of internal control
aa a wholo.

Regardless or the manner in which 1nternal con-

trol is evaluated, the tests employed may show that expansion

ot the auditina procedures is desirable because sotle phnse of
internal control 1.a not tunot1on1n..g o.s tho reaponso to inquiries

indicated it should be•
Because of their complexity with branches e.nd subsidiaries 1 many largo:r companies have recognized the neod

internal auditing departments.

rw

Naturally. the exiotenoo of

such departments have an impo:rto.nt bearing on tho auditing pro-

cedures applied and the extent of their application by the
independent aud1 to:r.

The Com.mi ttee on Audi ting Procedure has

had the following words to say ooncern1ns the relationship of

the independent auditor and internal auditing.

"Internal auditing departments are an ir.lportt.t.nt
or the system of internal check and control,
partioulo.rly where a concern has n~~erous plants or
offices. The work of the internal auditor reducos
the v-olume o!' testing and checking required o:r the
independent auditor. llowever 1 tho objectives, plll'posos. and points of emphasis of the two are by no
means parallel. An internal audit stresses particularly the accuracy or tho bookkeeping records, tlll
tact that they conform with standard accounting prooeduros of the concern, and the diacovory or
1rregulB1"1tios and possible shortages. The indopen•
dent auditor also has these mattora in mind but they
are not his primary objective. He concerns himsel.f
more particularly with the soundnosa of the judgments
or the managomont as reflected in tho !'inancinl state•
ments and their confonnity with generally accepted
accounting prinoiplos and conventions. Furthormore,
one of the safeguards ot: an independent audit is the
part
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fact that it 1s m~de by those independent of
the concern under examination. For the reasons
stn tad, nn internal e.udi t however efficient,
cannot be considered as a substltµte for the
work of the independent aud! tor. 11 4COMPE.'TENCB OF EVIDENTIAL MATTER

Evldentiul matter ma.y be classified as internal or
external depending upon whether the source of the inf'orm&.tion

or data is from within the organization under examination or
from sources outside the organtzatlon.
Internal evidence includes the books

or

original

entry together with tho supporting documents such as tho bank
statements, cancelled checks, sales invoices, purchase 1nvoioas,
contracts, minutes
and correspondence.

or

stockholders' and directors' meetings,
The auditor examines tho internal aviden-

tial matter by the tests he makes for the purpose of determining
whether he oan rely upon the books of account and f inanoial
stn tament s of the o lient.
External evidence is developed by the auditor to
suppl&nant the internal evidence.

For example, confirmation

of the onsh on deposit at tho balance sheet date is obtained
directly from the depositary, and requests for confirmation

or

accounts reoe1 va.ble o.re mo.do by the independent aud1 tor where
pro.ct1cable and reasonable.

The extent and method of direct

communication with debtors are dependent upon the ciroumstances.

4commtttee on Auditing Procedure, "The Auditor's Opinion on
the Basis of a Restricted E.xamioo tion," Statements on Auditing
Procedure ?lo. 2, p. 15.
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Other techniques employed to obtain sufficient
competent evidential matter to nfford a reasonable basis for
an opinion regarding the financial statements are inspection,
observation, inquiry, computation, and

an~lysis ~nd

review.

Inspection includes such procedures as testing inventory counts;
counting cash on hand; examining checks, 1nvoicos, titles, end
other documonts supporting book ontr1es; and road1ng minutes.
Observation ls used most frequently to rofer to the a.uditor 1 s
presance at the physical inventory taking to obaervo the mlinner
in which it 1e taken, but it also includeo the observance of
the manner in which other procedures are performed by compnny
employeos.

Inquiries are constantly mttde or the of.fioers and

employees oonoernlng the various questions that arise.

Frequently,

the inquiries are of such a nature that the information can be
supplied only by the managomant, and the responsos are reduced
to a written statement and signed by an offtcor.

For instance,

contingeno1es and unrecorded liab111t1ee might be brought out
only through specific inquiries.

The information gained should

be substantiated by any practicable moans.

Computation, as a

technique, includes the testing of arithmetical calculations,
computations of deprectation, prepaid or accrued items, tax
liabilities, and other amounts.

Several of the procodures

employed in tho last mentioned tochn1quo of analyzing and
reviewing the data presented &re the comparison of account
balancos as shown by the trial balance with the balances at
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the end of the preceding year, noting unusual difterenoes

for further investigation; comparison of the gross profit
ratio with that of previous periods; and analysis of individual accounts in order that unusual or significant items may
be investigated.

CHAPTER V

STANDARDS OF REPORTING
ADHERENCE TO GENERALLY ACCEPTED ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
While it is true that thero are generally accepted
accounting principlos, they havo not been codified.

They

may be round in textbooks, in treatises, and in authorita-

tive proonouncemonts.

In 1936 one praotitionor commented

as follows:
nFirst, what has frequently boon spoken o!'
as accounting principles includos a congloc.eration
of accounting practices, procedures, policies,
methods and conventions rolating both to the construction of the accounts and tho1r presentation;
and second, thore seems to be a general agreement
among commontators that the difficulty of any
attempt to formulate ao-callod principles or proscribed rules and regulations on accounting mat•
tors is so largo nnd the conditions encountered
so diverse thnt fov.r, 1.f any, rveoping eeneralizations can safely be adoptod."

1F. B. Dyerly, "Fonnulation ot Accounting Principles or
Conventions," The Journal or Acoourito.noz, LXIV (August,

19?7), 94.
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Since that timo, the American Accounting Associa-

tion in its 1941 statement

or

"Accounting Principles Under•

lying Corporate Financial StntoI:lonta," tho l"e.soarch start
or the Amerioan Institute in a statement of.' "Corporate
Accounting Prino1plos" which appeared in the October,

1945,

Journal or Accountancv, the Accounting Procedures Committee

ot the American Institute in its bulletins, end numerous
othor bodies and individual practitioners have made notable
efforts to formulate undorlying accounting pr1nciples. 2
The most important ot tho gonerally recognized

accounting principles to.ken from various sources are listod
below:
l. "Financial statements of a going concern
are prepared on the assumption that the company
will continue in business."~

2. nconsistency should be maintained, botwoen
the statements prepared at the end or one por1od 1
and between the statements or successive periods.
However, a proper rognrd for consistency npad not
preclude a des1rablo change in procedure .. "'+

2Prank s. Calkins I 0 7f.hat Are Generally Acoopted Accounting Principles?", The Virginia Accountant, XV (January.

1951), P• 4•

3comm.1ttoe on Accounting Procoduro, "Curront Assets and
Current t1abilitioo. - Working Capital.'' Accounting Research

~u.llotin

4tJ.

A.
3rd. Ed.,

no. 20,

P• 247.

•
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;. "Cost is tho proper basis .for the accounting for assets and expenses, but modifications to a going concern basis or valuation are
sometimes acceptable. 0 :> "In the case of non-cash
acquisitions, cost may be dotormined oither by the
fair value of the consideration given or by the
fair value or the property 6n.cquirod, whichever is
tho more oloarly evident."

4.

Rovanuos should not be regarded as earnod
until an asset increment has been realized, o~
until its realization is roaaonably aosured.""f
11

5• "All costs expired during a period should
be charged against the income for tho poriod (or
perhaps in spacial instances against oarnod surplus), and provision should be ma.do .for probable
losses not actually incurred.n 8

6. "Capital stock and paid-in surplus should
reprosont contributed capital, and oarnod surplus
should represent the increment in proprietorshiE
resulting t"rom revanue-producing transactiona.n~

7. 0 Statcments should be truthful and shouldl
11

make .full disclosure Of Siblli.ficant 1nt"ormatione

0

Three factors are important in tho exercise

or

the independent auditor's judgment as to whether generally
aocoptad accounting principles have bean adhered to in the

5Ibid., P• 196•
6committee on Accounting Procedure, "Accounting tor
Intan6ible Assets," Accounting Research Bullo tin No.

P• 196.
7H. A. F1nnoy, op.cit., P• 196.
8
~· 1 P• 196.
9~., P• 196.
lOibid., P• 196.

24,
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practicos or tho exaI:linoe.

First, the auditor must have

knowledge as to what principles havo round general acceptance.

Second, he must bear in mind that there is a

considerable diversity or practices 1n the application

or

accounting principles and that certain mothods may bo
generally accepted oven though thoy may havo only limi tod
application.

Third, materiality enters into the considora-

tions when a genera1ly aocoptod principle is not followed.
OBSERVANCE OP COMSISTEllCY IN THE APPLICATION OF GENERALLY
ACCEPTED ACCOUNTING PRINCIPI.ES

The determination or whether generally accepted
accounting principles have been applied consistently is
another matter requiring judgment exorcise.

It is not

intended that this stnndnrd dany a recognition ot aonsis tenoy where a deairable chango in procedure has been
made.

A desirable change may bo mado necessary by changes

in operations and circumstances or

may be a change to a

procedure moro preferred in gonoral practice.
A

change for tho purpose ot reducing or distorting

income would require a denial or consistently applied accounting principles.

Tho change by many concerns to the

"last-in, tirat-out" method ot valuing inventories during
the 1940 excess profits tax years for tho resultant tax
saving is illustrative or such a change.
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Where any significant change in the application

or

accounting principloo has been made, the indopendont

auditor should give .full disclosure and a full explanation
11.' the change affects propor comparison with tho preceding

period.

This is also roquired by the Securities and

Exchengo Comnisaion.

ADEQUACY OF IHFORMATIVE DISCLOSURES
The requirement for adequate dioelosure is both
en auditing standard and an accounting principle.
apply to the financial statements.

Both

The auditing standard

is broader, sinco required disclosures, such aa omission

or

cont1rmat1on or accounts receivable or physical inven-

tory observation or teat, have to do with tho scope ot the
examination in addition to the necossnry disclosures with
rogard to tho tlnancial stater.lGnts.
The nature or necessary d1sclosuros concerning
the f inanoial statements has been explained by the

com-

mittee on Auditing Procedure in the following pertinent
oxcorptss
"· •• fairness or presentation, apart from
relationship to generally accepted accounting
principles, requires consideration or adequacy
or discloaure or material matters, whether relating to tho form, arrangemont, and content of
the financial statemonts with their appended
notes; the terminoloBY used; the amount or detail
given; the sufticioncy of explanatory or descriptive matter; the classification of items in statoments; the bases of amounts sot forth, for example,
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with rospoct to such assets as inventories and
plants; liens on assets; preto:rred dividend arroarages: l"estriotions on dividends; contingent
liabilities. This enumeration ie not intandod to
be exhaustive but indicative Of the no.ture Of the
disclosures necessary in order that the rino.noial
statements be sufficiently informative.
"Mere verbosity in disoloaure should not be
mistaken for completeness; brevity or disclosure
is often moro helpful to tho discerning reader
than amplitude of words. What constitutes material inf'ormation requiring dioclosuro in or 1n
connection with, f 1nnncial statements 1a for the
auditor to determine in tho bast exe~cise of his
judgment. • • Matters which tho auditor deems ot
such importanco as to require disclosure, i f
omitted from the financial atatoments or from
footnotes thereto, should ho included in his
report or •certll'icate, 1 whether these matfirs be
qua.11r1co.t1ons or necessary explanatione. 11
Adequate disclosure doea not roqu1ro that certain

typos or 1nfo:nnat1on which would be dotrir:lorital to the com-

pany and its stocld1oldera be publicized 1f there would be
no .fully compensating advantage to its stockholders or

creditors.

l 1committeo on Auditing Prooeduro* Tentative statement
of Auditing Standards - Their Generally Iccoptoa s!gn!I'lcanco ana: sco,eo, p. !i]:.
•
'

CHAPTER VI
THE ACCOUNTANT'S REPORT OR CERTIFICATE
The final objectivo ot the examination of financial
statements by tho independent cert if 1ed public accountant is
the expression of an opinion upon the statements rendered in
the report or certificate.

A description of the work done and

a presentation of the auditor's findings are included in either

a long-torm or short•form report.

The long-form report is

usually submitted for the management and a &nBll group or
cred1tors,whoreas the short-form report is used in connection
with t1nanc1al statements to be publishod in stockholders'
reports.

The wording of the accountant's certificate is

frequently the same in el ther type report although additional
1ntormat1on ls presented in the long•form report.

Suoh addi-

tional information in the long-form report may include comparative sw:nmarlos of balance sheets, comparative summaries of
income or profit and loss statements, the aging of receivables
and payables, an application of funds statement, a SU!Ill.1lary of
insurance coverage, comments on results of operations and

balance sheet items, and more details with respect to the scope

or

examination.

The short-form type report, recommended by the
American Institute of Accountants 1n the

1936 bulletin,

"Examination of Financial Statements," has been subject to
numerous rev1e1ons 1n wording.

However, the suggested form

has always consisted of two paragraphs - one outlining the
soope of the examination made in general terms and the other
stating the independent ouditor'e opinion regarding the fairness of the financial statements.

In February,

1941, the

following report was recommended by the Committee on Auditing
Procedure:
"We have examined the balance-sheet of the
XYZ Company as of February 28, 1941, and the statements of 1naome and surplus for the fiscal year
then ended, have reviewed the system or internal
control and the accounting procedures of the company and, without making a detailed audit of the
transactions, have examined or tauted accounting
records of the company and other supporting evidence, by methods and to the extent we deemed
appropriate. Our examination was made in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards applica•
ble 1n the circumstances and included all procedures
which we considerod necessary.
"In our opinion, tho accompanying balanceshsot and related statements of income and surplus
present fairly the position of the XYZ Company at
February 28, 1941, and the results or its operations for the fiscal year, in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles applied
on a basis consistent with that of the preceding
year. n.L
1 comm.1ttee on Auditing Procedure, "The Revised s. E. c. Rule
on 'Accountants 1 Certifloates, ' 11 Statements on Audi tins Procedure

No. 21 PP•

40-41.

The Committee on Auditing Procedure recommonded
further changes in the accountant's short-form report or
certificate aftor members attending the annual meeting of
the American Institute of Accountants in September,

1948,

formally approved the summry r::£ e.udl ting standards, which
have been previously d1soussod, and in the same resolution
stated that reference to "generally accepted auditing standards"
shall be deemed to refer to said

official status thus

~~ven

s~~mary.

In view of the

the term "generally accepted audit-

ing standards," 1t was believed to be no longer necessary to
refer to having "reviewed the system of internal control" 1n
the oert1f1oate since reviewing the system of internal control
le one of the audtting standards.

It was believed no longer

necessary to specifically state that a detailed audit of the
transactions has not been made since the words "and aooord1ngly
included such tests of the accounting

~ecords

and such other

auditing procedures as wo considered necessary in the ciroumstanoesn clearly indicates the test nature of the examination.
The 1ncons1etent phraseology relating to auditing standards
applicable in the circumstances was corrected by omitting the
words "applicable in the circumstances," and simply saying
"our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted
aud1 ting s tandarda."

The rovi sed short-form report as recommended

in October, 194.8, is shown below:
11

We have examined the balanoe-shaot of X Company
as of December 31, 19
and the related etatement{s)

;8
of income and surplus for the year then anded.
Our examination was made in accordance with
gonorally accepted auditing standards, and
accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures
as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
"In our opinion, the accompanying balanoesheet and statement(s) of income and surplus
present fairly the financial position of X
Company at December 31, 19~, and the results
of its operations for the year then ended, 1n
conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles applied on a basis consistent with
that or the preceding year."2
The certificate quoted above is used if tho independent auditor in his judgment ls satisfied that the financial statements present fairly the fin&noial position and
results of operations.

This is known as an unqualified report.

Under oertnin circumatancea, tha 1ndependant auditor
may qualify his report or d.1 sclaim an opinion altogether in
accordance with a report of the Committee on Audit1ngProoeduro
which was adopted b1 the membership of the American Institute
on September 19, 1939, which stated, in part:
"The independent certified public accountant
should not express the opinion that finnncial
statements present fairly the position of the
company and tho results of its operations, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting
pr1nc1ples, when bis exceptions are such as to
negative the opinion, or when the examination
has been less in scope than he considers necessary."'
2 comm1ttee on Auditing Procedure, "Revision in Short-Form
Accountant's Revort or Certificate," Statements on Auditing
Procedure No. 2~, P• 164.
3com.m1ttee on Audi ting Procedure, "Extensions of Audi ting
Procedure," Statomente on Auditing Procedure No. 1, p. 5.
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If he has found violations of accepted aooounting
principles or there has been 1ncons1stenoy in their

~ppltca

tion, or if he has not been able to carry out certain auditing
procedures normally considered necessary, the auditor must
weigh the significance of h1s exceptions or reservations and
judge whether the matter !n question ls of sufficient importance
to prohibit the expression of an opinion on the statemonts taken
QS

a whole.

If the exceptions are not such as to negative the

opinion, he may indicate his exception or qualification and
express the opinion that the statements fairly present the
tinanoinl position and results of operations subject to such
exception or qualification.

An illustration of a qualified

opinion with respect to an inconsistency in the application of
accounting principles follows:
"As stated in the notes to the financial
statements, the company changed its methods of
computing depreciation, effective January 1,
19__ • This change 1 which we approve, resulted
in an increase of ~
in the depreciation
provision for the yoar and a corresponding
decrease ln net worth for the year.
"In our opinion, •.•• present fairly ••••
in conformity w!th generally accepted accounting p~1nciples applied on a basis consistent
wtth that of the preceding year, except for
tho change in the method of computing deproc1~
t1on rei'erred to 1n the proceding paragraph."4-

~esearch Depurtment, American Institute of Accountants,
Audits By Certified Public Accountants, p. 20.
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If exceptions are such as to negative the opinion on
the statements taken as a whole, the auditor should clearly
indicate that he is not expressing an opinion and state why.5
The following wording might ba used in the report in such
oases:
"'l'he terms of our engagement did not include
the verification of accounts receivable by direct
correspondence, nor did it include the physical
observation or price tests of inventories and we
did not satisfy ourselves in regard to these assets
by other means. Nothing came to our attention
during the examination which would indicate that
these items are not statod fairly. However, in
view of tha materiality of these assets, we are
unable to express an opinion on the oveg-all representa.t lona in the attached statements. 11
It should be remembered that the financial statements
are the representations of the company, and the fuct that they
are audited by an independent certified public accountant doos

not relieve the management of the primary respons1b111ty for the

fairness of the information presented.

This point is emphasized

by the following paragraph from Statement on

Audit!~

Procedure

No. 22:
"As ha.a been frequently enunciated by the
American Institute of Accountants, the financial
statements are primurlly the statements nnd
representations of the company. The fnot that
the statements are accompanied by tha report of
an independent public accountant does not alter

5committee on Auditing Proceduro, "Clarification of Accountant' a Report When Opinion Is Omitted," Statements on Auditing
Procedure No. 2~ (Revised), p. 162a.
6Rasearch Department, American Institute of Accountants,
op. cit., P• ;,.

the situation. The accountant's representations
are confined to and expressed in his report, or
opinion, upon the statements. The transactions
with which the accounting records have to do,
and the recording of those transactions in the
booko and accounts are matters within the direct
or primary knowledge of the company. The accountant's
knowledge of them is a secondary one, based on his
examination. Accordingly, even though the form
of the statements may show the influence of the
accoWltant • it can only do so if tho company
accepts, and adopts, the form of disclosure advised
by the accoWltant - the substance of the f innncial
statements of necessity ~onstitutes the representations o'f the oompany. 11 (
Furthermore, the Securities and Exchange Commission hns said:
"The fundamental and primnry responsibility
for the accuracy of inf'ormation filed with the
Commission and disseminated among the investors
rests upon management. Management does not discharge its obligations in this respect by the employment of independent public accountanto, however
reputable. Accountants• certificates are required
not as a substitute for management's accounting of
,
its stewardship, but as a check upon that accounting. 11 8

7connni ttoe on Auditing Procedure, "References to the Independent Accountant in Securities Registrations," Statements on
Audi ting Procedure No. 22, PP• 153-lSLt.•

8~., quoting from

4 SEC

721 (1939), P• 154•

CHAPTER VII
AUDITllJG PROCEDURES

Auditing procedures have been described pre•
vioualy as the acts performed in attaining or complying
with goneral.ly accepted auditing standards applicable to

field work.

The procedures employed by the auditor de•

pond upon the degree

or

internal control as wall as other

o1rcumato:ncos in each individual oaso and upon his exercise

or

judgment na to the procedures which aro nocossary.
The eloments

or "materiality"

and "relative

risk" are itlportant factors in the auditor's doterm1nat1on

of th& necessary procedures and the extont of their appli·
cation.

The indepandont auditor should havo stronger evi-

dence to support an opinion concerning items which are
relatively more important and consequently moro susceptible
to matorial error than less important !toms.

For example,

a manufaotUl"ing concern may have .relatively tow, but large,
individual accounts receivable; whel'Qas, a public utility
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probably would have a relatively large number
receivable with small individual balances.

or

accounts

The risk of a

material error would be much greater in tho case of few,

but large, accounts recoivable,

a..~d

the independent ao•

countant would more than likely 00tm1Unicate dirootly with
each debtor asking him to confirm the balance owed.

Under

ciroumstanoos ot good internal control, the "mass" accounts
receivable balances o£ the public utility would be reliable
for financial

state~ent

purposes, and confirmation ot a very

small proportion ot the accounts would be sufficient as a
test or internal oontrol, 1 Accounts receivable in either
case would entail a much greater expenditure of time than a
lees material item auoh as prepaid insurance.

or

The degree

risk involved with regard to cash and marketable

securities requires more oxaating procedures than do other
items.

The relative risk of error depend.a to a great ex-

tont upon the .functioning o.r the system of intornal control.

When the internal check and control is effective,

the risk is smaller, and less extensive detail work is
required.
Auditing procedures aro so numerous and vary so
widely in each examination that any particular list or procedu:res oould be applied to only a narrow field.

However,

1 committeo on Auditing Procedure ucon.f 1rmnt1on of
Public Utility Accounts Roceivable,~ Statements on Auditiry;

Procedure No. 14, P• 98.
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since certain extended procodures with regard to exem1na-

t1on or 1nvontorios end receivables have bean formally
adopted by the membership or tho American Institute of
Accountants, they deserve considorabla emphasis.
19~6

In tho

bulletin• "Examination Of Financial Statements,"

direct communication with the debtor was recognized as
the best verification

or

acoounto recoivablo, but was

mentioned as a "course which may be taken after arrange•
rnent with tho olient. 112

The testing of 1nvontory quanti-

ties was likewise mentioned as a possible procedure by
special arrangement with tho client in tho case

or

a

business which did not call for technical lmowlodgo and
presented no substantial difficulties.;

In other words,

those proceduros wore undertaken in some casos a1'ter

arrangement with tho client but were not considered to be
generally accepted auditing procoduros.
Then the McKesson & Robbins case became public

in December, 19'8•

Assets waro ovorvalued in published

financial statements which had been audited by independent
corti!'iod public accountants.

Certain non-existent inven•

tories wero included in the 1'1nano1al statemonta by means
2Amorioan Institute or Acoo\Ultants, Exo.mination Of
Finm1cial Statements by Inde;pondant Public Accountants,

P• 14•
;Ibid., PP• 17-18.

-
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ot collusion, fraud and
officers of the company.

ro~gery

on tho part or tho highest

Public accountants wore the tar-

get ror much criticism and were not long in taking steps to
improve auditing procedures.

In .May, 1939; tho council ot the Amorioan Institute

or

Accountants adopted the report of the Committee on

Auditing Procedure entitled "EKtensions of Auditing Procedure."

Investors, credit

gra.~tora,

the press, and the

public, as well as certified public accountants, heartily
approved the action or the oouncil.4 The report of May 9,

l939t waa modifiod and approved at the annual meeting in
September, 1939• In this report• which is still in effect
although it ha.a been subject to several amendments, certain
reoo.M%1lSnded additional procedures were adopted as generall7
accepted practice wherever they are practicable and reaaonable.

Those rocommendad prooodurea were, in part. as

.follows:
"(A) That hereafter• where the independent
oertitied public accountant intends to report ovor
his signature on the financial statements of a
concern in which inventories aro a mnt&r1al :factor, it should be generally accepted auditing procedure that, in addition to ma.king auditing tests
and checks 0£ tho inventory accounts and records;
he shall, wherever practicable and reasonable, be
present 1 either in person or by his rep~senta•
tives, at the inventory-taking and by suitable

4committee on Auditing Procedure, "Extonsions o.f Auditing Procedure," Statements on Auditing Procedure No. 1,

P• 1.

N
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observntion and inquiry satisfy himsoli' as to
the off octiveneas of the motbods of invontorytaking and as to tho measure ot relianco which
may bo placod upon the olient•a representations
as to inventories and upon the records thereof.
In this connection the independent certifiod
public accountant may require physical tests ot
inventories to be mndo under his obaervntion ••••
•t (B) That horon.fter, in the caso of inventories which 1n tho ordino.ry course of business
are in tho hands of public warehouses or other
outside custodians, direct confirmation in writing
.from such custodians is acoepto.blo procedure)
except that, where the amount involved roprosonts
a signiricant proportion or tho current assets
or of the total assets or a concern, the independent certified public accountant shall make
supplementary inquiries ••••
"That horoat'ter, wherever practicablo and
reasonable, and whox•e the aggregate amount ot
notes and accounts receivable represents a significant proportion of the currant assets or ot
tho total assots of a concern, confirmation of
notes and accounts receivable by direct communication with the debtors shall bo rogarded as
generally accepted auditing procedure in the
examination of the accounts of a concorn whose
financial statements aro accompanied by an independent certified public accountant's report;
and that the method, extent, and time of con•
firming receivable in each engagement, and
whether all receivables or a part thereof, be
determined by the ir.deperxlent certified public
accountant as in other phases or procedu.r.e
requiring the exorcise of his judgment. 11 )
"Extensions of Auditing Procedure" required a
clear-out exception in the accountnnt•s certificate i t
inventories and/or roooivablos were material and tho
independent auditor omitted the foregoing generally

5Ibid., PP• 6-8.

-
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accepted procedures whero practicable and reasonablo in
the circumstances.

I!' in hia judgment the additional

procedures were not praaticable and reasonable and he
satisfied himself by other methods regarding inventories
and/or receivables. he was not required to state an
exception or qualification.

There would be few cases

whore such procedures would not be practicable - that is,
not capable or being put into practice - but there a.re
cases where the procedures would not be practicable in
the light
the cost

or

or

being reasormble or aenaible.

For example,

carrying out the prooodures could be so great

in relation to tlle possible benefit that the toots could
be considered 1mpract1ble in the sense of being unreasonable.

An illustration of a strictly impracticable pro-

coduro waa the confil."mation

or

receivables from United

States Governmental departments and agencies because they
rarely confirmed amounts ats.tod in requests .for contir.ma-

tion during World War II.
Although the independent certified public accountant must still decide whether it is practicable and
reasonable to be present at tho inventory-taking and to
confirm accounts receivable by direct communication with
the debtors; he no longer has a choice

or

whether to make

an exception or qualification in his report, as was implied,
when it was stated in the previous paragraph that

11

he was

not required to state an exception or qualification."
According to the supplemental report of the Committee on
Auditing Procedure, which was formally approved at the
annual meeting

or

tho American Institute of Accountants on

October l, 19!.i.2, disclosure is now roquired in all casos
where those extended procedures are not carried out, regardless or whether they are practicable and rea3onablo, and
regardless or whether tho independent auditor has satiafiod
himsolf' by othor mothods.6

Tho purpose or this mnondmont

was to avoid the appearance of diftoront standarda between
listed and unlisted companies since the Securities and
Exchange Commission had made such disclosure mandatory in
reports filed with the Commission.7

With regard to the auditing procodurea in connection with inventories, it w1ould be noted that the auditor
is not a general appraiser, valuer, or export in materials
and does not assume such reaponaib111ty.

"Such procedures

are only for tho purpose or satisfying himself as to the
credibility or tho represontations of the management regarding quantity and condition. r18

Where adequate perps tual

6committee on Auditing Prooeduro, 11 .Amendment to Extensions
of Auditing r.rocedure, 11 Statements on Auditing Procedure

No. 12, PP• 87-89.

7securit1os and ExchanGe Cor.miasion, Accountige Series
Release no. 21, Rulo 2-02 (b) (1) or Regulation •X•
Bcommittoe on Auditing Proceduro, "Extensions of
Auditing Procedure," Sto.temento on Auditing Procedure No. 1 1
p.6.
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inventory records nro kopt, the necessary procedures may
be undertaken at an interim date rather than at tr.a balance
sheet date for the purpose ot determinins the rol1abil1ty

or

tho perpetual inv&ntory records.

If a physical inven-

tory is the only moans of determining tho inventory, the

procedures have to

bG

carried out at the balance sheet

date or within a short ti.mo thereof where there are adequate records supporting tho changes.
It should be remembered that tho method, extent,

and time

or

confirming receivables in each examination are

detorminod by the indiv!duol auditor.

Either the "positive"

method or the "nogo.tive" method or a combination or both
may be uaed to aotn.r.lU?lionte directly with tho debtor.

It

the "positivou mothod is used, the communication, usuo.lly
o. form letter, is addroasod to the debtor requesting him
to reply d1roctly to the independent auditor and confirm
the accuracy or the balance shown or explain o.rry dirter-

ences.

Tho form lottor is mailed by the auditor and boars

his return address on the envelope in orader that those undol1 vorad will be returned to him to be inveatigatod for
theil" reliability.

If the nnogative" method is used, a

sticker is usually attached to the regular statements at
the end of a period, or a rubber stamp is imprinted on the
statements, roquesting that a reply be made directly to the

auditor only in case the balanco on the statement is incorrect.
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They would also be mailed by the auditor 1n envelopes
bearing his return address.

Conf!rm.at1on of' aooounts

receivable may bo performed at a date other than that ot
the balance sheet to a.ftord a. test of' tho reliability of

accounts receivable as to bookkeeping a.couraey o.nd to provide a check on !'icticious aoaounts.

Concerning the method

to be used, the Committee on Auditing Procedure has said:
"In cases in which there is reason to believe
that the possibility or disputes, inaoouracies
or irregularities in the accounts is greater than
usual, or where the balance involved is of' outsto.nding materiality, it is probably dosirablo tb,nt
the •positive• method of confirmation be adopted.
For example• it is generally customary to use the
•positive* method of confirmation 1n the case or
receivables or stock brokerage housaa. Also, where
a company sells a substantial portion or its output to ono, or only a few, customers, so that tho
balances involved are of' relatively major impor•
tance, tho •positive• method or confirmation would
seem Ptreferable.
'On tho other hand, 1t is tho opinion or the
committee that the •negative• type ot confirmation
is in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards end practice in the majority or c!rcumstancos, and that an independent public accountant
using this method of confirmation, where thero are.
no 1ndicat1ona that it mo.y be inadequate, is con•
forming with genarnlly accepted auditing standards.
11 :flot infrequontly independent public accountants
employ both tha •positive• and •negative• methods
upon the same engagement - the •positive• as to
accounts where a definite reply may be deemod
desirable and the •negative• as to accounts where
this consideration does not apply. 0 9
9comm1tteo on Auditing Procedure, "Confirmation ot
Receivables (Positive and liegative Methods)," Statements
on Auditing Procedure No. 12, PP• 1;2-133.
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Sinco auditing procedures vary so widoly and the

procedures applied dopand upon the o1reumstanoes in oe.ob.
individual

examL~ation,

t.~o

Committee on Auditing Procedure

requoatod t...i.at members o:r tho
ants

prepru~e

A...~rican

Institute ot Account-

en.co stud.loo daacr1h1ng 1n dutall tho oiroum-

stanooa and procedures actually followed on a particular
onga.gement as a

~oans

of illustrating typical procodures by

wh1ah tho indopondent auditor com.pl1oa with gonorally ac•
eopted auditing standards.

?line auoh case stud.ioa ha,1e

been aoeoptod and published as of this date.

Tho .follow•

ing case study describes the work per.formed by tho wr1tor

in auditing a wholesale automobile parts and supplies
dealer.

CHAPTER VIII
A CASE STUDY OF All AUDIT OF

A WHOLESALE AUTOMOBILE PARTS AND SUPPLIES DEALER
DESCRIPTION OF BUSI ?lESS

The wholesale automobile parts and supplies dealer
chosen for this study is located in a o1ty of approximately
200,000 - 250,000 population.

Sales are made over the counter,

by telephone, and by salesmen to service stations, automobile
dealers, other parts and supplies dealers, and to commercial
fleet accounts.

The salesmen cover Virginia, West Virginia,

North Carolina, and South Carolina.
sales are made in one state.

The greater portion of

Deliveries are made 1n the city

in company trucks; out of the city by parcel post, railroad,
and motor troight.

The parts and accessories sold vary from

tires and grilles to nuts and bolts.

The client ls an exclusive

distributor of a reputnblo line of tires, tubes, batteries, fan
belts and radiator hose tor a territory covering the four states.

A complete line of automobile grille guards ls stocked on a consignment basis.
signment.

However, no parts and supplies are out on con-

The officers

or

the corporation are the sole stock-

holders and devote their full timo to operation or the business.
The president is considered general tmnager and does the majority
of the buying.

The vice president, who is also the sales manager,

is wholly responsible for the auperv1s1on of the salesmen and
assists in the buying.

The secretary-treasurer superv1sos the

office employeas; makes all entries in the general ledger, cash
book, general Journal, and payroll records; and le in charge of
credits and collections.

However, each officer consults the

others in all matters of importance.
The corporation has three salesmen employed in the
city in which the business is located and four in the remaining
territory.

There are six store and warehouse employees and two

office employees.
In order to show the size of tho corporation and the
accounts involved, a somewhat disguised balance sheet and
profit and lose statemont follow:

BALA?-iCB

J'une

A S

etmm~rrr

r,rean.r.rI
ES W ANJ:t Cl\PIT 4t.f
T
M''

Cash
u. S. Treasury
Notes •
Serles 11 D"
Accounts Receivable - Trade
$ 55 000 00
Less: Resorve for Bad Debts
2 000 00
Co~rnissions Receivable

4

CURRENT LIABIL!TIESt
Accounts Payable - Trade Creditors

Accrued Taxes:
Federal Incoma Taxes
State Income Tax

100 000 00

$

Incurnnce
Tar.es and I.iceneas

$165 050

or

$
Lifo

5 200

00

100 00

-

Cost

$ 10 000 00

Depreciation
$

-

20 000 00

6

000 00

3 000 00

; 000 00

8

ODO OD

4 000

4 000

eJ,.4.....QruLJ>.Q $_g7

ot

Trust on Lund and Buildings) (Payable ln
Monthly Installments of $230.00, Including
Principal and Interest; Last Pnymont Due
January l, l959)t
Original Amount

• ;o

teas: Amount Due C·urrentzy{Above)

• 15 000 00
1 200 00

15

00

20 000 00

000 00
000 O.Q.

Sur=;el~s (S1nce Date of'
Incorpora tton) :
Balo.nee - July 1, 1949
Add: Nat Prof it for Yeor

• 50

000 00

Earned

00

• $.__27 000, 00

000 00

papital Stoc~ (Par Value - $100.00;
Authorized - 1,000 Shares):
Issued and Outstanding - 500 Shares

$ 10 000 00

000 00

00

Q._APITAL:

Book Value

40

4 340

• 76 300 00

Less: Amount Retired

FJXBD ASSETS (Land and Bu1ld.tngs Subject
to DGod of Trust Securing i>tortglige
Payable):

Totals

61io oo

Total Current Liabilities

00

200 00

5 000 00

Insurance

Equipment

; 000 00
600 00

toNG•TEJU-.! INDEBTBDNESS:
· 1+-1/2j Mortgage Payable (Secured by Do~d

Luo from Employees
Cash Surrender Value

.Furniture end
Fixtures
Dalivary

•

Pa)'roll Taxes

OTHER ASSETS:

Buildings

10 00

l 5JO 00

Total Current Assets

Land

500 00
10 000 00

Property Taxes

1 000 00
500 00

l 200 00
250 00

Employees• Withholding Taxeo
Accrued Salaries and Bonuses
Accrued Interest

000 00
2 500 00
50 00

Cost or Mnrket)

$ 60 000 00

Mortgap,e Payable - Due Currently (Below)
Customers' Credit Balunoes

50

Merch&ndise Inventory (At
Propaid Expenses:

10 000 00

1 000 00

Suppl:tars' Debit Dalancos

or

20 :...!25..Q

S E T S

ASSETS:

L:>war

SHEET

'51

000 00

$

55 150 00
12 000 00

67 150 00

117 150 00

1207 ,250

00

PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT

;o,

For tho Year Endod June

55

1950

$365 000 00

SALES - NET
COST OF SALES:

Inventory - July l, 1949
Puroh&sea
Freight
Less: Inventory - June

;o, 1950

$ 66 000 00
28~ 000 00
000 00

$;55

000 00

100 000 00

Cost of Sales

255 000 00

$110 000 00

Gross Pro.fit

92

EXPENSES

e io

Profit on Operations
OTHER IliCO ME:

Commissions Earned
Discounts Earned

OTHER DEDUCTIONS:
Discounts Allowed
Life Insurance Expenae

•4

ooo oo
000 00

400 OQ

600

oo

2 000

00

$ 19 600 00
$ 2 500 00
1 500 00

Y: 000 00
$ 15 600 00

Pro.flt before Income Taxes
INCOME TAXES:

Federal

State

Nh"T PROFIT FOR YEAR

i

'

000 00

600 00.

2

600 00

$ 12 000 00

MAJOR ACCOU!lTntG POLICIES

Tho corporation maintains its records on an accrual
basis and has a fiscal year ending June

;o.

Monthly balance

sheets and profit and lose statements are prepared for the
guidance of the management.
Cash received is deposited intact in the corpora•

tion• s only bank aocount with tha exception o:r co.sh paid out
tor cash sales returned.
petty co.ah tund.

Small expenses are paid out

or

the

All other payments are made by chocks.

Notes and accounts receivable are carried at the
actual amounts due from. debtors exclusive

or

interest receiv-

able which is accrued only at the end or the .fiscal year.

The

reserve tor doubt.t'ul accounta is incroased each month by a
poroentage

or

net sales for the month.

has beon doterm.ined tram experience.

•J.b.e percentage used

Accounta receivable are

charged to tho resex-ve £or bad debts when determinod to be
uncolloctiblo by the management.

Collection costs aro also

charged to tho reserve tor bad debts, and collections on
accounts previously ohargod
bad debts.

are credited to tha roservo £or

The balance shown in the reserve account is ad-

justed at the end

or

orr

or

the year to a reasonable amount in viow

the actual age of notes and accounts receivable.

Tho

aru;regnte amount of customers• credit balances is classified
1n the

b~lance

sheet as a current liability.
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Commissions received from suppliers for warehousing
services and in connection with sales to jobbers are recorded
upon receipt of cash during the year.
are accrued at June

Uncollected commissions

~O.

The opening merchandise inventory remains on the
books throughout the year without adjustment.

The closing

inventory at the end of each month le estiLiated and used for
the purpose of preptiring the monthly eta temonts.

A perpetual

inventory record of tires, representing approximately thirty
per cont of the total merchandise inventory value, 1s maintained as a control over this item and as an aid to management
in purchasing.

At the end of the year a physical count of

merchandise inventory ls made, and the inventory is priced at
the lower of cost or market, cost being dotercined on a
"first-in, first-out" basis.

Obsolete merchandise ls priced

at a realizable value, and no inventory rosorve is provided.
Merchandise in transit at June 30 is inoludad in the inventory,
and the related liability is included in accounts payable.
A memorandum inventory of grille guards received on
consignment is also maintained.

No entry is made in the books

of original entry until the sale is recorded, at which time the
liability to the consignor is also recorded, and the cost of
the morohandiae is charged to purchases.
Prepaid expenses are recorded u.t their cost to the
corporation and are amortized on a monthly basis over the
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applicable period.

Insurance, taxes and licenses are the

usual prepaid expenses.
c~sh

advances to employoas are recorded in a separate

account in the general ledger and shown in the balance shoat
under the other assets ca.ptlon.
In oonnootion with a stock repurchase agreement,
the corporation is the beneficiary of insurance
the 11 ves

or

pol1c1~e

on

the officers who .are also tho stockholders.

The

premiums paid by the corporation are expansed and the increase
in cash surrender value recorded as

or

June 30 each year.

The

cash surrender value ts shown under other assets in the balance
sheet.

It is not shown as a current asset since there is no

intention of realizing the cash value of any of these policies
prior to the death of a stockholder.
The fixed assets are carried at actual cost to the
corporation.

The ledger accounts are supported by a detailed

record showing the cost basis and the depreciation taken on
each fixed asset.

Depreciation is provided on each individual

item, using the straight-line method of depreciation at rates
which the Bureau of Internal Revenue has allowed.
Current llabilitles consist of accounts payable to
trade creditors and other usual liabilities arising in the
normal course of business, including accrued 11ab111tiee such
as interest and taxes.

The total payments duo currently

(within one year) on tho mortgage payable are shown under
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current liabilities while the remainder ls shown in the
balance sheet under the long-term indebtedness caption.
Capital stock outstanding ls carried at par value.
The earnad surplus account represents the accumulated excess
of profits over dividends paid since the beginning of corporate operbtlons.

It ls the policy of tho corporation to make

minor adjustments of prior yaars' earnings through the operation accounts rather than through surplus.
The principal accounting records and their contents
are as follows:
The general ledger contains the asset, liability,
reserves for bad debts and depreciation, capital
stock, surplus, income and expense accounts.
The combination cash book and soles journal
provides for the recording of the summarized cash
receipts, net cash sales, end net charge sales by
daily totals; deposits in bank; and all disburse•
monts by check and their distribution to the proper
asset, liability, income and expense accounts.

Tho received-on-account journal provides for
the listing of the payments roceived on accounts
receivable and shows the discounts allowed.
The purchase journal provides for the recording
of each merchandlso purchase invoice and credlt
memorandum and its distribution to accounts payable,
purchases and freight.
The general journal is the book of original
entry for m1scollaneous entries not covered above,
such as monthly entries for depreollition and prepaid and accrued items.
The accounts receivable trays oonta1n the
individual customer accounts on cards which are
machine posted.
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The accounts payable ledger contains the
record of the corpora t1on 1 s account with each
supplier.
The employees' earnings book contains an
account with eaoh employee reflecting his f!1'0BS
earnings, deductions, and net earnings.

PREPARATORY PLANNING OF WORK
This engagement consisted of the armuul exam1n&t1on
of the books and records of the corporation, pre:pt•ratlon of
the balance sheet as of June 30, 1950, and the related stat.ement of profit and loss i'or the year then ended, preparation of

the corporation's federal and state income tax returns, and
presentation of the audit report to the offlaers and directors.
Prior to tha close of the fiscal year the partner in
charge of this engagement discussed with tho president and
aecretury-treasurer of tho corporation any important changes
made during the year in the corporation's operating polio.tea,
accounting records, or system of internal control.
arranged for a speoific starting date which

\\US

lie al so

in tha middle

of June.

Since the spuco in the client's office was limited
and one man could do the work in approx.tma tely three weeks,
the partner informed the staff accountant who was to make the
o.udi t of the starting de.ta and discussed w1th him any new
problems which ware known and any phases of the examination
which were to be given more or leas attention than in the
preceding year.

Little more needed to be done in the way

or
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preparatory planning elnce the staff accountant had performed
the audit for several
with the

oper~t1ons

the corporation.

preoedln~

years and was already familiar

and accounting polialcs and practices of

Be reviewed the permunent file and the work

papers of the preceding year and prepared n schedule of the
work to be done wl th a column to use to "check off 11 tho procedures accomplished.

This was important, first, to be sure that

soma neoeesbry procedure was not unintentionally omitted; and,
secondly, to have a written record of the work done so that
someone else, if it became necessary, could complete the audit
without the difficulty of not knowing what had already been
done.
While preparing the work schedule, procedures which
could be done conveniently before the end of the fiscal year
were noted.

Examples of such procedures follow:

1. Examination of cancelled checks
2. Tracing of cash receipts to the record of
deposit ln bank
; •• Tests of footings
4 Tests of postings from books of original
entry to the general ledger
5. Examination of invoices and other evidences
for disbursements
6. Tests of sales invoices

Approximately thirty-five por cent of the total time

on this audit was devoted to auditing procedures prior to
June 30.
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AUDIT PROCEDURES APPLIED
SALF.S AND OTHER INCOME

Prenumbered sales tickets are written in triplicate
for both cash and charge sales on sales register machines
which allow the trlpl1oate copy to fall into the bottom oompartmant of the sales register.
looked, no measure

oJ:

However, since these are not

internal control is afforded.

tomer receives one copy.

The cus-

The original ls run through the cash

register which imprints on tho sales ticket the date, amount
rung-up, and indicates whether it is a charge or cash sale.
In this manner, all sales are recorded on the cash register

tape.

Cash received on account over the counter is aleo rung-

up on the cash register by one of the employees behtnd the

counter.

The 1ncomtng mail is opened by the treasurer, who

lists the names of the customers and the amounts received on
account in a journal before ringing them up on the c&sh register.
This journal becomes the basis for the credit entry to the
individual accounts receivable.

He makes a separate entry in

the cash book for any other income such as commissions or
refunds.
When merchandise 1e returned or allowances are made,
the regular sales ticket 1s used as a credit memorandum by
checking an appropriate square on the ticket which 1s signed
by any person receiving cash.

The person roaeiving the

roturnad merchandise also initials the credit memorandum.
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Either the president or vice president reviews the credit memorandums daily and questions anything he did not already know
about.

Cash is paid out of tho cash register only for sales

returns and allowances and the net sales are racordod on the
books.
At the close of the day one of the officers counts
the cash 1n the drawers and compares the total with the cash
register tape which shows the total cash received by drawers.
Each man behind the counter has a separate drawer for which
he is responsible.

The tape also gives separate totals for

charge sales, total sales, collections on accounts receivable,
and paid outs.

~he

following morning a clerk in the office

adds the cash salas tickets, chnrge salos tickets, and paid
out tickets separately.

These totals are compared with the

cash register tape and reconciled if not in agreement.

The

cash register tape becomes the basis for the entry in the combination cash book and sales journal.

The clerk is also

responsible for checking extensions and additions on tha sales
tickets.

The president or vice president, depending upon which

is available, checks the pricing on the sales tickets and, at
the same time, reviews the sales returns.

In addition the

treasurer scans the sales invoices each day for anything
unusual.

Accountability for tho sales tickets, which are

not filed numerlcnlly, is accomplished by a test check of a
thousand numbers about four times a year by the treasurer.
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The original cash sales and charge sales tickets are filed
separately as to dates with adding machine tapes attached
for each daily total.

The triplicate ooplee are filed

according to salesmen and used in computing salesmon's
comm1 salons.
Sales were tested in the following manner:

l. The dally cash register t.apes were examined
and the amounts thereon traced to their proper
recording in the cash book for November and April.
2. Where the amounts were not the same, a
reconcilio.tion had been made on the cash register
tape. The auditor verified this reconciliation
by examination of the sales tickets. Usually an
error had been made in ringing-up an amount or a
ticket had not been rung-up, resulting in cash
being over before a reconclliatton was made.
Since the discrepancies were small in amount and
appeared to be normnl errors, two months were considered a suff1c1ent test of the register tapes
and sales tlckots.

3. It was noted that the sales tickets had
boen checked as to extensions and footings, and
the president informed the auditor that ha or
the vice president had chocked the prlcings. It
was further observed duriilB the course of the audit
that the compuny's procedures previously described
ware being followed.

4. Tba t a proper cut-off of sales had been
madA at the ond of the year was determined by
tracing the June ~O cash register tape to the
cash book where it was the last entry to sales
for the year.
In view of the direct internal control over the
employees and the further control afforded by the presence
of the officer-stockholders supervising and actively participating in even the smallest details of the business, it was

believed that the audit procedures followed constituted a
su.fficient test to assure raliability of the recording of
sales and cash receipts.

The auditor relied upon comperison

with previous years and the officers participation for the
proper computation and recording of sales commissions received
and miscellaneous income.

Any unusual items were noted and a

satisfactory explanation received.
Testing of sales required approximately three per
cent of tha total time to complete the entire audit, including
the preparation of the audit report.

CASH
All cash receipts and disbursements are recorded in
the cash book.

The recording of cash receipts and cnsh paid

out for returned merchandise has baen discussed in connection
with sales.

Small cash oxpensoa are paid out of the petty cash

fund and distributed in the cash book to the proper accounts
when the check reimbursing petty cash 1a entered.

All other

payments, including salaries and wages, are made by prenumberad
checks and recorded in the cash book.

A cheokwriting machine

is used to record the amount on each check issued, and the
stgnatUl"es of any two officers are required.

Blank checks are

not signed ln advance.
The auditor considered it necessary to make a com-

prehensive examination of cash transactions for the entire
year because of the luck of internal control resulting from
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one individual, the treasurer, reconciling daily cash receipts,
making deposits to the bank account, preparing checks and being
a co-signer of checks, making the bank reconoilto.tion, and hav-

ing control over all books and records.

The following audit

procedures were adopted:
l. All checks issued during the year were
examined as to date, payee, amount, signatures,
endorsements, and cancellation by the bank. All
check numbers were accounted for and votded checks
wore inspected. Notes ware made of unusual checks
and supporting evidence examined 1 ater.

2. Deposits as recorded in the cash book tor
the year wore traced to the record of their deposit
on the bank statements. The amounts shown by the
cash register tapes were traood to their daily
entry in the cash book for two months.

,. All of the cash columns and orossfootings
in the cash book were added for the entire year,
and all other columns in the cash book were footed
for two months during the year.

4. All postings to the cash on hand and cash
in bank accounts in tho general ledger were checked.
The opening balances were compared with the audit
report for tho previous year. The accounts were
rooted and the bnlances compared with the bank
reconciliatlon and count of cash.
5. We prepared our own bank rooonciliatlon
and obtained direct written confirmntion from t~~
bank regarding the corporation's balance at June 30.
6. At the close of business on June 30, we
counted the cash on hand and petty cash. Partloular attention was paid to the composition of the
undeposited cash receipts on hand to determine that
none of the checks wore old cheoks which might have
been held for some time. The total of the onah on
hand was compared with balance shown on the cash
register tape which was reconciled with the copies
of the counter cash sales and collections tickets.

7. The cash in tha imprest petty cash fund
and tha unreplen!shed raoeipte were listed indico.ting the dates upon which the disbursements were
made. In this case the disbursements, which h~d
been made after the June 30 replenishment check
was drawn, wore so small that no audit adjustment
was considered nocenaary. We examined tho receipts
supporting the petty cash disbursements for one
month paying particular attention to the dutes and
the appearance of authenticity. This was a difficult task since the receipts, most of which were
freight invoices, were filed with the invoices for
the merchandise purchased.
Approximately fifteen per cent of tho total audit
time was required to audit the cash accounts, and the auditor
was assured that all recorded cash receipts and disbursements
had been properly accounted for.

U. S. TRBASURY NOTES
There had been no change in this account during the
year.

The U. S. Treasury Notes were inspected after the balance

sheet date and the serial numbers compared with those shown in
the auditor's working papers of the preceding year to assure
thut no substitutions had been made.

The intorest accrued

during the year was computed and an adjusting journal entry
propared.
NOTES RECEIVABLE

Notes receivable did not appear in tho accounts
during the year under review.

However, notoa received from

one customer during the year had been discounted at tho
client's bank Immediately and the transaction recorded in the
cash b0ok as a debit to cash and credit to accounts receivable.
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The details of the unpaid notes as to amounts and due dates
were confirmed by the bank directly to the o.udi tor who disclosed tho corporation's contingent liability in a note on
the balance sheet.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Charges and credits to individual customers' accounts
are machine posted in one operation to the ledger cards and
monthly statement forms from the charge sales tlckots and
credit memorandums and from the received-on-account journal.
'l'he customers' accounts are "controlled'' by a summary account
ln the general ledger.

A

clerk posts the usual transactions

to accounts receivable; but unusual postings, such as the
write-off of uncollectible accounts or any postings from the
cash book, are made by the treasurer.
The following procedures were applied in the ver1f1ca tion of accounts receivable:
1. Negative confirmation stickers were
attached to the statements at June 25 and mailed
to the customer by tho auditor in envelopes
bearing his return address. The sticker requested
the customer to notify the auditor giving details
of differences if the statement was not correct.
Only a few replies concerning minor differences
were received, and these were satisfactorily
accounted for. Copies of the statements, detached
at the time of malling, and the delinquent accounts
in the hands of attorn6ys to whom statements were
not malled ware totaled and compared with the amount
appearing on tho general lodger control.
2. Tho copies of the statomonts ware kept by
the auditor until after Juno 30 and compared with
the ledger accounts. At the same time the accounts
were analyzed according to age as of June 30.

3. A reconciliation of the June 25 general
ledger control balance with the June ~O control
balance was prepared by adding the charge sales
and subtracting collections on account as shown
by the cash register tapes for the five days.

4. The delinquent accounts ns shown by the
aging schedule were reviewed with the prosldent
and treasurer, and it was ascertained that the
reserve for bad debts appeared sufficient. De•
llnquent accounts in the hands of attorneys were
verified by examination of the corporation's
file of correspondence with the attorneys.
5. The reserve for bad debts was analyzed,
and the accounts charged off were listed and
reviewed with the president.
6. All journal entries to the general ledger
control were acrutinized,and where nocessary,
approval for the entries obtained from the president.

7. Accounts receivable having credit balances
representing overpayments and credits for returned
merchandise,were segregbted and shown under current
liabilities on the balance sheet.
These procedures consumed approximately eighteen per
cent of the time applied to the entire audit.

MERCHANDISE INVENTORY
The inventory at June 30 was a very s1gnif1annt asset
since it represented almost fifty per cent of the total assets
and over sixty per cent of the current assets.

The management

informed us that inventory was to be taken in tho usunl manner
commencing on Thursday, June 29, and would be completed on
Sunday, July 2.

The business was cloaod on July l and 2.

On

Thursday and Friday a few employees were allowed to commonce
counting the items whtch were stored in other buildings and
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not expected to be moved prior to July ;.

Also, some or the

small, difficult-to-oount, and relatively inm1aterial items
were counted.

Throughout tho inventory-taking it was obsorved

that the president was directing the inventory crews and keep-

ing careful check on the results.

From Friday night until the

physical inventory was completed Saturday night, practica1ly

all ot th.a employees were engaged in this operation.
The auditor personally counted the automobile grille
guards on consignment at the close of business June 30 and
signed and mailed opecio.l inventory forms to tho consignor at
tho request of tho management.

Lator, a statement thl"ough

June 30 from the consignor for the grillo guards sold was
compared with the amount recorded as peyable to tho manufacturer on the client•s books and found in agreement.

It should be remembered that an accurate 1nvsn tory

is tho company's responsibility.

'i'he independent auditor's

responsibility is to satisfy him.self as to the credibility or
the management's representations by investigating tho care and
accuracy of the count. the propriety of pricing methods and

bases, and the accuracy of tho extensions and footings.

On

this engagement the following tests and procedures were adoptods
l. On July } 1 with all or the inventory
pages in hand, tho auditor tested the inventory
count. Numerous items hn~ing smnll valuo ware
eh~cked, but particular attention was paid to
locating items having large dollar value and
counting them. Itomn in hidden corners and out
of the way places were also counted and located on
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tho inventory as a check that no merchandise bad
been overlooked. Approximately sixty per cent
of the total inventory value waa tasted.

2. While testing the count, the president
pointed out obsolete and slow-moving merchandise
for which due allowance was to be made in pricing.
;. Prior to returning the inventory pages to
the management for pricing, extending, and addition, the auditor listed the major items which
had been counted 9 listed items from each page
which had not beon tested, and made notations of
incomplete pages. The auditor traced those !tams
to the completed inventory at a later de.ta in
order to asaure himself that the quantities had
not been changed nor other items added.

4. After the pricing, extending, and footing
of the inventory was complotod, sufficient tests
of the prices were made by comparison with price
lists and invoices to satisfy tho auditor that
the inventory was priced e. t the lower of cost or
market on the first-inl first-out method which
was consistent with the preceding year. It was
also noted that obsolete or slow•moving merchandise was valued at lower than cost by the management since the company was already selling 1t at
a figure lower than cost.
5. Extensions of each of the larger amounts
were tested and all extensions ware scanned.
6. Each page of the inventory wne added and
the total of all the pages was compared with the
company's total.

7. The necessary journal entry to adjust the
inventory account in the general ledger was made.
The inventory proceduroa required approxlmli. tely
twenty per cent of the total audit timo.

PREPAID EXPENSES
A schedule of prepaid insurance and insurance coverage was prepared by the auditor from information obtained by
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inspection of the insurance policies.

The following data

concerning each policy was included in the schedule:
1. Policy number
2. Name of the insurance company
Coverage
Coinsurance clause (lf any)
Effective date
~: Expiration date
Premium
~: Monthly premium
9. Months unexpired
10. Unexpired portion of premium at June

R:

~O

The premiums shown on the schedule us applicable to
the year under review were compared with the entries in the
insurance and prepaid insurance accounts to determine that all
policies and endorsements had been examined.
refunds wore made and traced to the cash book.
note was made

th~t

Notation of any
Particular

no coverage was afforded for stock at loca-

t1ons other than where tho inventory bad been tested and that
coverage was not afforded any asset not recorded on the books.
The adequacy and changes in insurance coverage were discussed
with the officers.

A small adjustment to prepaid insurance

was made, end the total of the monthly premiums given to the
treasurer for use as a monthly adjusting entry unless a significant change occurred in the noxt year.
Prepaid taxes and licenses were verified when the
taxes and licensee account was analyzed.
Verification of prepnid expenses took approximately
one per cent of the time required for the entire examination.
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DUE FROM EMPLOYEES
This account represented loans to employees.

Since

the amounts were 1neign1fioant, they were not verified beyond
a listing

or the amount loaned to each emplo1ee whioh was

later approved by the president.

CASH SURRENDER VALUE OF LIFE INSURANCE
The life insurance polioies were inspected and a
schedule prepared showing tho amount or insurance on the 11te
or each off1oer.

It was partloularly noted that the corpora-

tion was the beneficiary.

The insurance agent had fUrn1shed

the corpora ti on wl th wrl tten details as to the cash surrender
value ot the insurance policies as of June

30, and the auditor

had the opportunity to discuss the policies with the insurance
agent during the course of the examination.

The insurance

company's figures were tha bas1a for a Journal entry adjusting
the cash surrender value of lite insurance to record the
increase during the year.
FIXED ASSETS

The fixed asset accounts, after deducting the related
reserve acoounts,comprised approximatal1 eighteen per cent of
total assets.

The assets included were land, buildings, store

and office furniture and fixtures, and delivery equipment.
Analyses of these accounts were prepared showing the balances
at the beginning of the year, the sales and retirements during
the year, and the balances at the end of the year.
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There was no change in the land and buildings
aooounts.

Their cost had bean verified in prior years by

the purchase contract, cancelled chaoks, the minutes of the
board of directors, copies of the deeds of trust, and the
lawyers' title insurance policy.

It had been ascertained

that in apportioning part of the total cost to land the
ratio of the assessed valuation of land for roal estate tax
purposes to the total assessed valuation had been used, this
being one of the generally accepted methods.
All invoices

supportinf~

add! tions to furniture and

fixtures and delivery equipment were examined.

It was deter-

mined that the trade-ins of an automobile and truck nnd the
profit on Sble of a Toledo scale had been properly recorded
and that the fixed asset and related depreciation reserves
had been proporly adjusted to reflect these disposals.

The

titles to all automobiles and trucks were examined and compared with those shown on the depreolutlon schedule.
An analysis of the repairs and maintenance aooount
was prepared and the paid invoices examined for items exceeding

$40.00.

None was found which should have been capitalized.
The depreciation schedule is carried forward from the

auditor's working papers from one year to the next.

Tho rates

of depreciation are the same as those used for Federal income
tax purposes.

After depreolation for the yoar was computed, a

journal entry was mado to adjust depreo1at1on expense for the
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year and the related reserve accounts on the corporation's
booka.
The verification of fixed assets and the computation
of depreciation required approxlllllitely five per cent of the
total audit time.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - TRADE CREDITORS
The date of tho invoice, name of the creditor, and
amount of the invoice are entered in the purchase journal only

tor merchandise and only after receipt of the merchandise.
Postings are made from the purchase journal to the subsidiary
accounts payable lodger.

Expenses are recorded when payment

is made, usually in the month following that in whlch the
expenses are incurred.
Accounts payable were substantiated ae follows:
1. A list of merchandise creditors was prepared from the accounts pa-yable ledger and the
total compared with the control account in the
general lodger. Creditors' statements and invoices were compared with the list. Explanations
of past due amounts were obtained from the management.

2. The liability for merchandise shipped

P. o. B. shipping point prior to July l had

been included 1n accounts payable. To assure
that a proper cut-off with regards to inventory
and accounts payable had bean made; the dates of
receipt of merchandise, which had been written
on the invoices, were noted. The merchandise not
received untll July was traced to a spacial list
of merchandise in transit prepared by the company
and added to the physical inventory.
;. Invoices entered in the purchase journal
subsequent to the balance sheet date were reviewed
for possible unrecorded liabilities.

4. July payments as recorded in the cash
book were compared with the list of accounts
payablo at June 30. No questionable payments
posted to the accounts payable debit column were
.found. A 11 st was prepared of tho i tams charged
to expense and asset accounts in July and the
invoices were examined. A journal entry was
made to record the June charges and the corresponding liability.
5. Debit balances in accounts payable representing amounts due from suppliers for merchandise
returned, price adjustments, eto., were segregated
and shown on the balance sheet under current assets.
Verification of accounts payable consumed approximately
eleven per cent

or

the time required for the entire examination.

MORTGAGE PAYABLE
This liability, which was incurred when the land and
buildings were purchased in a prior year, was confirmed by
direct commun1 cation with the insurance company holding the
note payable secured by a deed of trust on the land and buildings.

The auditor prepared a letter, which wns signed by the

president, stating the terms of the deed of trust and the unpaid balance as shown by the corporation's books.

It fUrther

requested that a reply stating that the information wo.s correct
be directed to the auditor on an additional copy of the letter
enclosed for the convenience of the insurance company.
The portion of the installment payments to be made
applicable to principal during the coming year were deducted
on the balance sheet and included under current liabilities in
accordance with generally accepted pructice.
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Tho accrued interest was computed and compared with
the amount alroady shown on the books.

It was found by ln-

speotlon of the lnterost expense account thnt the only interest
paid during the year was on the mortgage.

OTHER LIABILITIES
Credits to the employees' withholding tax account
were compared wlth the amounts reported to tha Collector of
Internal Revenue.

Debits ware traced to tha cash book nnd

indirectly the cancelled checks since all payments were evidenced by cancelled checks which had been inspected.
Accrued salaries for the payroll week ended June 30
had not been recorded on tho bo oka until paid July 1.

The pay-

roll summary sheet tor the week was used as the basis to record
the accrued salaries by a journal entry.

The payroll

sum.~ary

for the week was compared with the amounts actually puid July 1.
A

journal entry was also prepared to record the

accrued bonus declared by the directors at a June meeting, as
evidenced by tha corporation's minute book.
Accrued payroll ta.xes on the balance sheet included
employees' and employer's old-age benefits taxes, and state
and federal unemployment compensation taxos.

These taxes

war~

verified by a detailed reoonc111ation commencing with the total
salaries and wages as shown by the books and deducting amounts
over $3 1 000.00 paid employoes, as determined by inspection of
the employees' individual earnings book, to arrive at the
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taxable payroll.

The appropriate tax

~ates

wera applied to

determine the payroll tax expense for the year from which
amounts paid during the year, as evidenced by the cancelled
checks, were deducted to arrive at the unpaid or accrued
amounts.

The computed accrual was compared with the book

flgurea which agreed with the amounts actually paid in July.
The minor difference in the computed accrual was due to
fractions when deducting the employees' share
benefits tax from salaries and wages.

or

old-ege

The computed payroll

tax expanse for the year was compared with the amount shown
in the analysis of tho taxes and licenses account which had
been prepared by the auditor.
The city property tax, which was assessed on the
basis of a personal property return as of January 1, and filed
prior to May 1, was computed and accrued.

This tax was a lia-

bility at June 30 although not due until the following December ,1.
The federal and state income taxes were accrued after
the auditor had prepared the corporation•s income tax returns.
Tho procedures appearing under this eaction took
approximately s1x per cent of the total time of which five per
cent applied to the

prep~rution

of income tax roturns.

CAPITAL
No changes occurred in tho capital stock account
during tha year under review.

However, the open stubs in the
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stock oert1ficate book were listed and

comp~red

with the pre-

ceding year's list to determine that no transfers had been
made.

It was noted that revenue stnmpe were properly attached

to the stubs.
That no change had occurred in the earned surplus
account during the year was determined by comparison with the
audit report for the preceding year.

The profit for the year

under review was not transferred to earnsd surplus until the
necessary adjustments were given to tho company and made after
completion of the examination.

Review of the minutes had dis-

closed that no dividends had been declared during the year.
COSTS ,\ND EXPENSES OF OPERATIONS

Rocorded expanses for the year under review ware
compared with the corresponding expenses for the procedlng
year.

Important differencos were investigated.

For example,

the increase in cash discounts allowed was out of proportion
to the increase in sales.

Investigation revealed that the two

per cent discount allowed for payment by the tenth of the
following month was not shown on the statements or invoices,
and th.at during the year more customers had discovered that
the company would allow the discount if it were claimed.

In

addition, the discounts allowed column was scrutinized and a
list of the larger discounts prepared and the president's
approval obtained.
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Tha

BJ>OSS

profit rate was compared with the preceding

yoar and found to be almost the same.

If there had been a sig-

nificant variation, 1nvest1gat1on as to the reason would have
been necessary.
All of the expense accounts were scrutinized as to
the source and amount of the postings, and unusually large
monthly expenses were investigated.

Tha following expense

accounts were analyzed:
l. Contributions and donations
2. General expense
;: Officers' salaries
4. Office supplies nnd expense
5.· Professional fees
6 Repairs and maintenance
7. Taxes and 11censen
Contributions and donations were verified by properly endorsed
cancelled checks.

The lnvoloes were examined for purchased

items exceeding a cost of $50.00 included in general expense,
office supplies and expense, and repairs and mnlntenance in
order to substantla:.e both the purchases and the distribution
to these expense accounts rather than fixed assets.

Officers'

salaries were segregated from the salaries and wages account
and verif 1od by comparison with the amounts authorized by the
board of directors as shown by the minutes.

Since attorneys'

fees could b0 an 1nd1cat1on that a company was involved in
litigation, the statements supporting charges to professional
fees were examined.

All of the tax bills or receipts were

examined to assure that a proper classtfioatlon of taxes on
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the income tax returns would be made and that no nondeductible
items such as penalties or finos would be included.

As a further test of purchases and expanses all
invoices filed 1n the letters "R" and "S" were inspected and
traced to the purchase journal or oash book where the amount

was ticked with a colored pencil.

The purchase journal and

oash book were then scrutinized to see that there were no
missing invoices in the letters tested.

Whenever invoices

were inspected during the audit. the following items were
note di
1. Date of invoice
2. That the invoice appaarod to be properly a
liability of the corporation
3. Thllt there was indication of receipt of the
material
4, That prioos, extensions, and footings had
been checked
5. That allowable discounts had been taken
b. That the proper account had been charged
the proper amount

The procedures wit.b regard to veri£ication of costs
and expenses of operations required approximately six per cent
Of the 8.Udi t time•

In addition many of tho procedures carried out 1n
connection with the examination of balance sheet accounts were
closely related to cost of sales and operating expenses.

For

example• many or the procedures with regard to the inventory
and accounts payable were directly concerned with whether certain purchases and expanses were properly included in the current year.

The examination

or

paid checks afforded an
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opportunity to observe their distribution to expanse accounts,
and further evidence was secured where questionable items or
unusual distr1butLms wore noted.

The provision for bad debts

for the year was verified Yilen the analysis of the reserve for
bad debts was prepared.

Another illustration of procedures

relating to both balance sheet and expenso accounts was the
comparison of computed payroll taxes with the actual payroll
taxes chari:i;ed to expense during the year.

The payroll taxes

were computed in connection with the verification of the accrued
liability.
OTHER PROC,b;DURES

Several procedures and matters not previously
covered deserve mentioning.
wore scrutinized and
proper.

~~a

The general journal entries

auditor was satisfied thut all were

It was noted that the necoas&ry reversing entries

at the beginning of the yoar had beau mo.de.

The beginning

balances in the asset, 11e.bil1 ty, and ca.pl tal accounts wore
compared with the audit report or work papers of the previous
year at the time the accounts were analyzed.
A journal entry was prepared to record oomm1ss1ons
received in July which were applicable to June.
Officers' expense acoounts for one month were added
and compared with the entry in the cash book.

Each expense

account was signed by the offloer reimbursed for the travel
or trade expenses.

No special procedures with regard to payrolls were
deemed necessary tor the following reasons.

The salaries and

wages account had been reconciled with the payroll tax returns.
All salaries and wages were paid by checks which had been examtned.
Any unusual names or amounts would have been noted by the auditor.

Furthermore, the officers signing the chocks would have

questioned any i:nater1al error in the amounts paid.
A trial balance was taken of the general ledger on
a work sheet to which the adjusting entries were posted.

After

the work shoat was extended and footed and the 1noome taxes
computed, the financial statements were preJ>Qred and the report
was written.

The supervising partner reviewed the report in

dotall with the accountant who bad performed the audit.
Completion

or

the work sheet and

prep~ration

or

the

financial etatamonts and audit report required twelve per cent
of total time.
CLIEllT 'S WRITTEN REPRESENTATIONS

It is a general practice to obtain written representations from the client to eliminate the possibility of
misunderstandings which ocour in oral representations; to
impress upon the management that it has the primary responsibility for the flnanolnl statements; and to secure their
active cooperlition.

Such a statement does not relieve the

auditor of his responsibility in any way.
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On this engagement the auditor obtained a lotter
from the corporation, signed by the president, which made
the following assortionst
Accounts Receivable:
Accounts Receivable aggregating $55,000.00
represent accounts due from debtors of the oorporat ion resulting from transaction in the normal
and regular course of business; there are no consignment accounts included therein; none of the
accounts has been pledged or hypothecated; and
ample provision ha.a been made for bad and doubtful accounts, by actually charging off such
accounts or by establishing a sufficient reserve.
Inventory:
Inventory totaling $100,000.00, has baen
taken, counted, priced, and valued by competent
employees of the corporation, as of the above
date, prov1nlon being made for obsolete or
slow-m0ving merchandise; thore is not included
therein any cona1gned goods, tho property of
others, or any merchandise thut has not been
set up in the books; and none of the inventory
has been pledged or hypotheoated. Inventory
consists of merchandise for resale snd is
valued at the lower of cost or market.

L1ab111t1es - Direct:
All Direct L1ab111t1es of the corporation for
merchandise recelvea, for expenses incurred, for
fi.xed or capital ansots purchased or acquired,
for money borrowed, and for any other transactions
prior to the close of bus1noss on the chto above
stated, have bean entered on the books.
L1abil1t1es - Contingont:

At June ?O, 1950, the corporation was contingently liable for notes reooivable discounted
1n the amount of $5,000.00. At June 30, 1950,
the corporation was not contingently liable in
any other manner. There was no contingent liability for additional notes reoe1 vable, sold or

discounted; suits pending; guarantor or endorser;
pending additional income tax assessments; or any
other oont1ngant liabilities.
Purchases and Salee Commitments:

The corporation was not on Juno 30, 1950, a
party to any unf 1lled contracts for the purchase
or sale of any merchandise or products at prices
differing from current market quotations or for
purchases in excess of normal requirements.
CONCLUSION
Upon completion of the exam1nat1on, the auditors were
satisfied that the audit had boen performed in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards; that it included all
procedures considered necessary; that tho corporation's balance
sheet and profit and ioss statement presented feirly the financial position at the close of the fiscal year and the results
of operations for the year; and that tho corporation h&d

~p

plied generally accepted accounting principles on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.

The certified public

accountants wore therefore in a position to give a short-form
certificate of the type recommended by the American Institute
of Accountants without any quallflcatlon.
A long-forr.i report was prepared which may bo illustrated by a list of the contents as shown by the index of the
report.
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CERTIFICATE
COMMENTS:
Financial Position
Comments on Balance Sheet Items
Results of Operations
Application of Funds
Insurance Coverage
Scope

or

Examination

EXHIBITS

"A"
"B"

Balance Sheet
Prof it and Loss Statement
Under the heading "Financial Position11 , a su:mmal"ized

comparison was made

or

the balance sheet at June 30, 1950,

with the balance sheet at June

;o, 1949,

showing the increases

or decreases in the assets, liabilities, working capital, and
capital.

11 Comments

on Balance Sheet Items" included a more

comprehensive description oi' the various items than is possible or desirable on a balance sheet.

Under the heading

"Results or Operations", a summary was made of the current
year's results and compared with those of the preceding year.
A detailed comparison of expenses and other deductions was
also made•

The

11

Appl1cat1on of Funds 11 section of the report

showed the sources ot new !\lnds and their application during
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the yoo.r.

"Insurance Coverage" included a summ.ary ot the

types of insurance and the coverage a.fi'orded as shown by the

corporation• s insurance policies.

Under tho head1n 0 "Scope

ot Examinat1onu, a brief statement of spec1i'ic auditing
pl'ooedures .followed was made.

necessary since roadors

or

such n sto.toment was considered

the report, particularly creditors,

a.re frequently not familiar with generally aooopted auditing
standards and procedures and would not othe1•wise have any
idea of the extent of the examination.

Five copies

or

the audit report, signed by the

supervising partner, wore delivered to the client.
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